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Services Contract 

THIS CONTRACT is made this the Wednesday of July, between  

 

Name: The Trustees of the National Heritage Memorial Fund 

Notice details: Mezzanine Floor, International House, 1 St Katharine’s Way, London E1W 1UN  

(the Fund) 

and 

Name: Renaisi 

Company number: 03532867 

Notice details: Unit 2-3, 290 Mare Street, London, E8 1HE 
(Service Provider) 

BACKGROUND:  

I. The Fund is a non-departmental public body that provides grants to help acquire the UK’s most 

precious heritage at risk of loss, as a permanent memorial and to help people explore, enjoy 

and protect the heritage they care about.  

II. The Fund requires the supply of Services and the Service Provider has represented to the Fund 

that it has the skills and expertise necessary to supply those Services to the satisfaction of the 

Fund.  

III. The Fund wishes to engage the Service Provider to provide the Services and, in consideration 

for the Charges, the Service Provider has agreed to supply the Services on the terms and 

conditions of this Contract. 
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IT IS AGREED THAT: 

A. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

A1. Definitions and interpretations 

The definitions and interpretations for this Contract are set out in Schedule E. 

A2. Term of this Contract 

This Contract starts on the Start Date and ends on the Completion Date, unless the Contract is 

extended by the Fund under the Change Control Procedures, subject always to the termination, break 

and variation provisions in this Contract. 

A3. Provision of Services 

A3.1 The Service Provider must make all reasonable enquiries of the Fund to ascertain its 

requirements and provide the Services: 

A3.1.1 with reasonable skill, care and diligence that would be reasonably expected from a prudent and 

experienced provider of services which are similar to the Services;  

A3.1.2  in accordance with the description and timetable of services as well as key performance 

indicators stated in Schedule A to this Contract; 

A.3.1.3 in accordance with terms, conditions and provisions of this Contract and its Schedules, as well  

as all Applicable laws, regulations, Standards and policies; 

A3.1.3 in compliance with all reasonable directions and instructions provided by the Fund; and  

A3.1.4 to the Fund’s satisfaction. 

A3.2 The Service Provider must provide each Deliverable by the due date specified for that 

Deliverable in this Contract. If either party considers a Deliverable due date may not be met, the 

Service Provider must provide the Fund with a report identifying the nature of the delay, its 

cause and its anticipated duration. The report must also set out the procedures and resources 

the Service Provider proposes to apply to overcome and rectify the delay and to ensure the 

impact of the delay is minimised and future performance of the Contract is not adversely 

affected. If no due date is specified, the Service Provider shall deliver the Deliverable promptly 

and such that the overall timetable for delivery is not impacted.  The Service Provider 

acknowledges that a failure to meet any due date may result in the Fund suffering loss or 

damage.  

A3.3 The Service Provider warrants that: 

A3.3.1 it has full capacity and lawful authority to enter into this Contract and to perform its obligations 

under this Contract; and 

A3.3.2 it will be available to perform the Services throughout the term specified in Clause A2 and will 

not owe obligations to a third party during the term that are likely to adversely affect its capacity 

to perform the Services. 
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A4. Relationship 

The Service Provider, in carrying out the Services, is an independent service provider and not the 

Fund’s servant, agent or employee. The Service Provider shall not make any promise, warranty or 

representation, or execute any contract or deal on the Fund’s behalf.  

A5. Severability 

The parties agree that the provisions of this Contract are reasonable in all the circumstances. If any 

clause of this Contract, or part of a clause, is held to be illegal or unenforceable, the validity or 

enforceability of the remainder of the Contract or that clause shall not be affected. 

A6. Waiver 

A failure by either party to enforce any part of this Contract will not affect the rights of that party to 

require performance by the other party subsequently. Any waiver of any rights under this Contract must 

be in writing signed by the party granting the waiver and will only be effective to the extent specifically 

set out in that waiver. The waiver of any breach will not be taken as a waiver of any subsequent 

breach. 

A7. Intellectual Property Rights  

A7.1 All Intellectual Property Rights arising out of the performance of the Contract by the Service 

Provider (or its employees, agents or sub-contractors), including the Materials and any future 

Intellectual Property Rights therein, are hereby assigned to the Fund and will be owned by the 

Fund.  

A7.2 The Service Provider must procure the necessary rights from its employees, agents and sub-

contractors to be able to assign the Intellectual Property Rights in accordance with Clause A7.1. 

A7.3 The Service Provider grants the Fund a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty free, perpetual, 

irrevocable licence (including the right to grant sub-licences) to use and disclose the Service 

Provider’s Background IP to the extent necessary for the Fund to use and exploit the Materials 

and the Intellectual Property Rights assigned under Clause A7.1. 

A7.4 Subject to Clause B5, the Fund grants the Service Provider a non-transferable, worldwide, 

revocable, royalty free, non-exclusive licence to use and reproduce all Materials, and the 

Fund’s Background IP, during the term of this Contract, solely for the purpose of complying with 

this Contract. 

A7.5 The Service Provider must obtain consent from the Fund before it publishes the results of any 

work undertaken in connection with this Contract, which the Fund may withhold in its absolute 

discretion or grant subject to conditions. 

A7.6 Each party will do all things reasonably necessary (including signing documents within a 

reasonable time) for the purpose of giving full effect to the provisions of this Clause A7, at the 

request and expense of the other party.  

A7.7 Nothing in this Contract prevents the Service Provider from contesting the validity of any 

patent(s) filed pursuant to this Contract in any legal proceedings.. 
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A7.8 The Service Provider will pay all royalties and fees on copyright, processes and registered 

designs of any equipment, systems and publications used, installed or incorporated by the 

Service Provider as part of a Deliverable under this Contract. 

A7.9 The Service Provider: 

A7.9.1 warrants that the receipt, use and onward supply of the Services and the Deliverables (excluding 

the Fund’s Background IP) by the Fund and its permitted sub-licensees shall not infringe the 

rights, including any Intellectual Property Rights, of any third party; and  

A7.9.2 shall indemnify the Fund in full against all liabilities, costs, expenses, damages and losses 

(including but not limited to any direct, indirect or consequential losses, loss of profit, loss of 

reputation and all interest, penalties and legal costs (calculated on a full indemnity basis) and all 

other professional costs and expenses) suffered or incurred by the Fund arising out of, or in 

connection with, the receipt, use or supply of the Services and the Deliverables (excluding the 

Fund’s Background IP). 

A7.10 If the Service Provider is required to indemnify the Fund under this Clause A.7, the Fund shall:  

A7.10.1notify the Service Provider in writing of any claim against it in respect of which it wishes to rely 

on the indemnity at Clause A7.9.2 (IPRs Claim); 

A7.10.2allow the Service Provider, at its own cost, to conduct all negotiations and proceedings and to 

settle the IPRs Claim, always provided that the Service Provider shall obtain the Fund’s prior 

approval of any settlement terms, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld; 

A7.10.3provide the Service Provider with such reasonable assistance regarding the IPRs Claim as is 

required by the Service Provider, subject to reimbursement by the Service Provider of the Fund's 

costs so incurred; and  

A7.10.4not, without prior consultation with the Service Provider, make any admission relating to the IPRs 

Claim or attempt to settle it, provided that the Service Provider considers and defends any IPRs 

Claim diligently, using competent counsel and in such a way as not to bring the reputation of the 

Fund into disrepute. 

A8. Sub-contracting   

A8.1 The Fund acknowledges and agrees that the Service Provider may sub-contract part of this 

Contract to those parties set out in Item 19 of Schedule A, to the extent set out in that Item 19. 

A8.2 Except as set out in Clause A8.1, the Service Provider will not assign or sub-contract any part 

of this Contract without the prior written consent of the Fund, which it may withhold (in its 

absolute discretion) or grant subject to conditions. In considering the Service Provider’s 

request, the Fund may request details of any proposed sub-contractor and the personnel the 

sub-contractor proposes to use to perform the Services. 

A8.3 If the Fund consents to the Service Provider sub-contracting any part of this Contract under 

Clause A8.1 or Clause 8.2: 
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A8.3.1 it does not relieve the Service Provider of any obligation or duty attributable to the 

Service Provider under this Contract; and 

A8.3.2 the Service Provider must ensure that a term is included in the sub-contract which 

requires the Service Provider to pay all sums due to the sub-contractor within a 

specified period not exceeding 30 days from the date of receipt of a valid invoice (as 

defined by the terms of that sub-contract).  

A9. Assignment 

A9.1 Subject to Clause A9.2, the Fund may: 

A9.1.1 assign, novate or otherwise dispose of its rights and obligations under this Contract or any part 

thereof to any contracting authority (as defined in Regulation 2(1) of the Public Contracts 

Regulations 2015) (a Contracting Authority) provided that any such assignment, novation or 

other disposal shall not increase the burden of the Service Provider’s obligations pursuant to 

this Contract; or 

A9.1.2 assign, novate or otherwise dispose of its rights and obligations under this Contract to any other 

body (including but not limited to any private sector body) which substantially performs any of 

the functions that previously had been performed by the Fund or any Contracting Authority. 

A9.2 If the Contract is novated to a body which is not a Contracting Authority pursuant to Clause 

A9.1.2 (Transferee): 

A9.2.1 rights of termination equivalent to the rights of termination of the Fund in Clause F1 shall 

be available to the Service Provider in the event of the bankruptcy, insolvency or default 

of the Transferee; and 

A9.2.2 the Transferee shall in turn only be able to assign, novate or otherwise dispose of its 

rights and obligations under this Contract or any part thereof with the previous consent 

in writing of the Service Provider.  

A10. Conflicts of interest 

The Service Provider must use its best endeavours to ensure that the Service Provider, its employees 

or sub-contractors are not placed in a position where there is or may be an actual conflict, or a potential 

conflict, between the pecuniary or personal interests of such persons and the duties owed by the 

Service Provider to the Fund under the provisions of this Contract.  Immediately on becoming aware or 

suspecting such a conflict, the Service Provider will disclose the particulars of the conflict to the Fund 

and co-operate with any reasonable measures implemented or requested by the Fund to mitigate 

against the conflict. 

A11. Land or premises  

Any land or premises made available to the Service Provider by the Fund in connection with the 

Services under the Contract will be made available to the Service Provider on a non-exclusive basis, 

free of charge and shall be used by the Service Provider solely for the extent reasonably required for 

the purpose of performing the Services. The Service Provider will have the use of such land or 

premises as licensee and will vacate the land or premises on completion, termination or abandonment 

of the Services or as otherwise directed by the Fund. The Service Provider and the Service Provider’s 
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employees, servants, agents, suppliers or sub-contractors must observe and comply with rules and 

regulations as may be in force at any time for the use of such premises determined by the Fund, and 

pay the Fund for the cost of making good any damage caused by the Service Provider, its employees, 

servants, agents, suppliers or sub-contractors other than fair wear and tear.  For the avoidance of 

doubt damage includes damage to the fabric of the buildings, plant, fixed equipment or fittings therein. 

A12. Property 

A12.1 Property issued or otherwise furnished by or on behalf of the Fund in connection with this 

Contract will remain the property of the Fund and will be used by the Service Provider solely for 

the purpose of performing this Contract and for no other purposes whatsoever unless prior 

approval in writing of the Fund has been obtained.  

A12.2 All such property is deemed to be in good condition when received by or on behalf of the 

Service Provider unless it notifies the Fund to the contrary within fourteen days of receiving the 

property. 

A12.3 The Service Provider undertakes the safe custody of and the due return of all property and, 

subject always to the provisions of Clause E1.4, is responsible for all loss from whatever cause, 

and will indemnify the Fund against such loss. All property must be immediately returned to the 

Fund on or before the expiry or termination of this Contract.  

A12.4 The Service Provider is responsible for any deterioration in such property, except for any 

deterioration resulting from its normal and proper use in the execution of the Contract (but not 

insofar as the deterioration is contributed to by any want of due maintenance or repair), and will 

indemnify the Fund against such loss. 

A12.5 Neither the Service Provider nor any supplier or sub-contractor, nor any other person, shall 

have a lien on any such property for any sum due to the Service Provider, supplier, sub-

contractor or other person, and the Service Provider shall take all reasonable steps to ensure 

that the title of the Fund and the exclusion of any such lien are brought to the notice of all 

suppliers and sub-contractors and any other persons dealing with any such property. 

A12.6 The indemnity contained in Clause A12.3 and Clause A12.4 survives the expiry or termination 

of this Contract. 

A12.7 Apart from any property (including equipment) provided by the Fund, the Service Provider will 

supply, at its own cost, all equipment required to perform the Services.  

A13. Notices 

Any notice given under or pursuant to the Contract may be sent by hand or by post or by registered 

post or by the recorded delivery service to the address of the party as set out at the front of this 

Contract (marked for the attention of the relevant representative set out in Clause A16 or, in the case of 

the Service Provider, the Company Secretary), or to such other address as the party may by notice 

have advised the other party, shall be deemed effectively given, if served personally at the time of 

service and if served by post, 48 hours after it was posted provided such 48 hours expires on a working 

day (being Monday-Friday when the Banks in the City of London are open to the public for business) 

and if not, such 48 hours shall be extended until the next working day. 
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A14. Offers of employment 

For the duration of the Contract and for a period of up to six months after the Completion Date or 

earlier termination of the Contract, neither party shall employ or offer employment to any of the staff of 

the other party who have been associated with the delivery of the Services without the other party’s 

prior agreement in writing. 

A15. Special Conditions  

The parties agree to comply with the Special Conditions. 

A16. Representatives 

A16.1  The Fund’s representatives for this Contract are set out in Item 4 of Schedule A.  

A16.2 The Service Provider’s representatives for this Contract are set out in Item 5 of Schedule A. 

B. STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS AND REGULATIONS 

B1. Audit 

B1.1 The Service Provider must keep and maintain until three years after the Contract has been 

completed, or as long a period as may be agreed between the Service Provider and the Fund, 

all information produced in the course of this Contract or relating to the Contract and all records 

of all expenditures which are reimbursable by the Fund to the Service Provider or its employees 

and sub-contractors which are paid for by the Fund on a time charge basis, invoices and 

monthly progress reports.  The Service Provider shall on reasonable advance notice (at no cost 

to the Fund) afford the Fund,  the Fund’s Representatives, its auditors and representatives from 

the National Audit Office such access to such records as may be required by them in 

connection with this Contract, and shall furnish such explanations as are reasonably required 

for these purposes.  This clause does not constitute a requirement or agreement for the 

examination, certification and inspection of the accounts of the Service Provider by the 

Comptroller and Auditor General under Section 6(3)(d) of the National Audit Act of 1983. 

B1.2 The provisions of this clause survive the expiry or termination of this Contract. 

B2. Prevention of corruption 

B2.1 The Service Provider shall: 

B2.1.1 abide and procure that the Service Provider’s employees, servants, suppliers, sub-contractors 

and agents abide by (and not act in a manner which constitutes a breach of) the provisions of 

all Applicable Laws, regulations, codes and sanctions relating to anti-bribery and anti-

corruption, including the Bribery Act 2010 (Relevant Requirements); 

B2.1.2 have and maintain in place throughout the duration of this Contract (and make available for the 

Fund to inspect at reasonable times and on reasonable notice) its own policies and procedures, 

including adequate procedures under the Bribery Act 2010 (as defined in the Bribery Act 2010), 

to ensure compliance with the Relevant Requirements and will enforce them where appropriate; 

B2.1.3 promptly report to the Fund any request or demand for any undue financial or other advantage 

of any kind received by the Service Provider in connection with the performance of this 

Contract; 
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B2.1.4 allow the Fund at reasonable times and on reasonable notice to inspect and assure itself of the 

measures implemented by the Service Provider in compliance with the Relevant Requirements 

and this Clause B2.1; and 

B2.1.5 agree, undertake and warrant to the Fund that in performing its obligations under the Contract, 

it will not induce or improperly reward any third party, including any public official, to act 

improperly (where to act improperly shall also be interpreted in accordance with the Bribery Act 

2010). 

B2.2 Where the Service Provider or the Service Provider’s employees, servants, suppliers, sub-

contractors or agents commit such an offence in relation to this Contract or any other contract 

with the Fund, the Fund has the right to terminate this Contract and the Fund may elect not to 

award any further contracts to the Service Provider concerned and may recover any costs 

incurred by the termination from the Service Provider.  Provided always that such termination 

shall not prejudice or affect any right of action or remedy which shall have accrued or shall 

accrue thereafter to the Fund and provided always that the Fund may recover from the Service 

Provider the amount or value of such gift, consideration or commission. 

B2.3 The decision of the Fund will be final and conclusive in any dispute, difference or question 

arising in respect of:  

B2.3.1 the amount of any such gift, consideration or commission; and 

B2.3.2 the right of the Fund under this clause to terminate this Contract. 

B3. Data Protection 

B3.1 Each party shall comply with its respective obligations under the provisions of applicable 

legislation relating to data protection and privacy and (without prejudice to the foregoing), in 

cooperation with the other, take all reasonably prudent steps to deal fairly and lawfully with any 

personal data collected pursuant to this Contract.  

B3.2.   If the Service Provider processes any Personal Data on the Fund’s behalf when performing its 

obligations under this Contract, the Fund shall: 

B3.2.1 only carry out the processing of any such Personal Data to the extent it relates to the types of 

data, categories of data subject, the nature and purpose and durations as set out in Schedule 

E;    

B3.2.2 only carry out processing of any such Personal Data on the Fund’s documented instructions 

from time to time. This clause shall apply unless the Service Provider is required to process 

Personal Data otherwise than as instructed in accordance with Data Protection Legislation to 

which the Service Provider is subject; in such case, the Service Provider shall inform the Fund 

of that legal requirement before processing, unless prohibited to do so by law; 

B3.2.3 immediately inform the Fund if it believes that the Fund’s instructions infringe Data Protection 

Legislation;  

B3.2.4 only use and process such Personal Data in accordance with the terms of this Contract and in 

compliance with the provisions of Data Protection Legislation;  
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B3.2.5 ensure that access to such Personal Data is limited to the Service Provider’s employees or 

other representatives who need access to the Personal Data to meet the Service Provider’s 

obligations under this Contract;  

B3.2.6 shall not use sub-processors unless it has obtained the prior, written consent from the Fund; 

B3.2.7 subject to Clause 3.2.6 above ensure that in the case of all the sub-processors, the Service 

Provider has entered into a written contract with them which imposes adequate safeguards in 

relation to the processing of Personal Data, prior to any processing of Personal Data taking 

place; 

B3.2.8 take and/or implement all appropriate technical and organisational measures against 

unauthorised or unlawful processing of such Personal Data, and against accidental loss, 

alteration or destruction of, or damage to, such Personal Data, and ensure the security of such 

Personal Data at all times (and the Service Provider shall promptly inform the Fund if any 

Personal Data is lost, altered or destroyed or becomes damaged, corrupted or unusable and 

shall use its reasonable endeavours to restore the Personal Data to its original condition); 

B3.2.9 not modify, amend or alter the contents of such Personal Data other than as strictly necessary 

for the purposes of providing the Services or as set out in this Contract; and 

B3.2.10 not disclose or permit the disclosure of any such Personal Data to any third party (including a 

data subject) unless specifically authorised in writing by the Fund. 

B3.3 If the Service Provider receives any complaint, notice or communication which relates directly 

or indirectly to the processing of Personal Data or to compliance by it or the Fund with the Data 

Protection Legislation (including requests from data subjects for the exercising of their statutory 

rights), it shall promptly notify the Fund and shall provide the Fund with reasonable co-operation 

and reasonable assistance in relation to any such complaint, notice or communication. 

B3.4 The Service Provider shall provide all reasonable assistance to the Fund, having regard to the 

nature of processing and the information available to the Service Provider, in order to assist the 

Fund in complying with its obligations under the Data Protection Legislation. 

B3.5 The Service Provider shall keep and provide to the Fund on request a record of the Service 

Provider’s use of the Personal Data and processing activities and shall make available to the 

Fund all information necessary (and allow for audits or inspections which the Fund will bear the 

cost of) to demonstrate compliance with the Service Provider’s data processing obligations set 

out in this Contract. 

B3.6 The Service Provider shall take reasonable steps to ensure the reliability of all its employees or 

other representatives who have access to the Personal Data and shall ensure that all such 

persons: 

B3.6.1 are informed of the confidential nature of the Personal Data before they gain access to it; 

B3.6.2 have committed themselves to confidentiality obligations or are under an appropriate statutory 

obligation of confidentiality; and 
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B3.6.3 have undertaken training in the requirements of the Data Protection Legislation. 

B3.7 The Service Provider shall be entitled to charge the Fund for the reasonable and verified costs 

of its specific assistance and cooperation provided pursuant to this clause (including without limitation 

any support provided under Clause B3 above) except to the extent that such measures have been 

necessitated by a breach of this clause by the Service Provider or its Sub-processors.  

B4. Compliance with equality legislation and public duties 

B4.1 The Service Provider must comply with all applicable equality law (whether in relation to race, 

gender, sex, gender reassignment, age, disability, sexual orientation, religion or belief, 

pregnancy, maternity or otherwise). 

B4.2 The Service Provider will co-operate with any investigations or proceedings concerning any 

alleged contravention of any of the applicable equality laws as specified in the provisions of 

Clause B4.1 and will indemnify the Fund for losses suffered by the Fund as a result of the 

Service Provider’s contraventions of such laws.  

B4.3  The Service Provider shall take all reasonable steps to ensure the observance of the provisions 

of Clauses B4.1 and B4.2 by all servants, employees or agents of the Service Provider and all 

sub-contractors and suppliers employed in the execution of the Contract. It will ensure that 

those involved in the provision of Services under this Contract receive appropriate training on 

equality legislation and associated good practice. 

B5. Confidentiality 

B5.1 Each party (Receiving Party) must: 

B5.1.1 keep secret and not disclose (and shall procure that its employees, affiliates and 

subcontractors keep secret and do not disclose) any Confidential Information of the 

other party (Disclosing Party) to any third party except: 

B5.1.1.1 for disclosures permitted under Clause B5.2; and 

B5.1.1.2 to the extent the Receiving Party is required by law to disclose the 

Confidential Information of the Disclosing Party; and   

B5.1.2 only use the Confidential Information of the Disclosing Party for the purposes of this 

Contract. 

B5.2 The Receiving Party may disclose Confidential Information of the Disclosing Party to the 

Receiving Party’s officers, employees and professional advisors who have a need to know (and 

only to the extent that they need to know) provided that before disclosure they have been 

directed to keep the Confidential Information confidential.   

B5.3 Clause B5.2 shall not apply to the extent that:  

B5.3.1  such disclosure is a requirement of an Applicable Law placed upon the party making the 

disclosure, including any requirements for disclosure under Clauses B5.5 – B5.10, in 

connection with which, for the avoidance of doubt, the provisions set out in Clauses B5.5 – 

B5.10, shall apply; 
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B5.3.2 such information was in the possession of the Party making the disclosure without obligation of 

confidentiality prior to its disclosure by the information owner;  

B5.3.3 such information was obtained from a third party without obligation of confidentiality; 

B5.3.4 such information was already in the public domain at the time of disclosure otherwise than by a 

breach of this Contract; or 

B5.3.5 it is independently developed without access to the other party's Confidential Information. 

B5.4 On the expiry or termination of this Contract the Receiving Party must deliver up to the 

Disclosing Party (or, at the Disclosing Party’s written election, securely destroy) all Confidential 

Information of the Disclosing Party which is in its possession or control.  

B5.5 The Service Provider acknowledges that the Fund is subject to the requirements of the 

Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA) and the Environmental Information Regulations 2004 

(EI Regulations) and shall assist and cooperate with the Fund to enable the Fund to comply 

with its information disclosure obligations.  

B5.6 The Service Provider shall and shall procure that its sub-contractors shall:  

B5.6.1 transfer to the Fund each Request for Information (as defined in the FOIA) that it receives as 

soon as practicable and in any event within two (2) working days of receiving the Request for 

Information;  

B5.6.2 provide the Fund where necessary as a result of a Request for Information with a copy of all 

information in its control, possession or power in such reasonable form as the Fund requires 

within five (5) working days (or such other longer period as the Fund may specify) of the Fund’s 

request; and 

B5.6.3 provide all reasonable and necessary assistance as reasonably requested by the Fund to 

enable the Fund to respond to the Request for Information within the time for compliance set 

out in section 10 of the FOIA or regulation 5 of the EI Regulations. 

B5.7 Whilst the Fund acknowledges the nature of Commercially Sensitive Information (as defined in 

FOIA) the Fund shall be responsible for determining in its absolute discretion whether the 

Commercially Sensitive Information and/or any other information: 

B5.7.1 (is exempt from disclosure in accordance with the provisions of the FOIA or the EI Regulations; 

and/or 

B5.7.2 is to be disclosed in response to a Request for Information. 

B5.8 In no event shall the Service Provider respond directly to a Request for Information unless 

expressly authorised to do so by the Fund. 

B5.9 The Service Provider acknowledges that the Fund may be obliged to disclose information 

without consulting or obtaining consent from the Service Provider or despite having taken the 

Service Provider’s views into account although the Fund will use its reasonable endeavours to 

consult, take views and obtain consent where possible. 
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B5.10 The Service Provider shall ensure that all information is retained for disclosure and shall permit 

the Fund to inspect such records as reasonably requested from time to time on reasonable 

notice.   

B5.11 The Fund is entitled to disclose to any Contracting Authority or Transferee any Confidential 

Information of the Service Provider which relates to the performance of the Services by the 

Service Provider. In such circumstances, the Fund shall authorise the Contracting Authority or 

Transferee to use such Confidential Information only for purposes relating to the performance of 

the Services and for no other purposes and shall take all reasonable steps to ensure that such 

body accepts an obligation of confidence. 

B6. Value Added Tax  

B6.1 The Fund shall pay the Value Added Tax on the Contract price at the rate and in the manner 

prescribed by law, from time to time. 

B6.2 Where applicable the Service Provider shall issue a proper VAT invoice in respect of any VAT 

due.  

B6.3 The Service Provider shall, if so requested by the Fund, furnish such information as may 

reasonably be required by the Fund as to the amount of Value Added Tax chargeable on the 

value of the services supplied in accordance with the Contract and payable by the Fund to the 

Service Provider in addition to the Contract price.  Any overpayments by the Fund to the 

Service Provider shall be recoverable by the Fund from the Service Provider. 

B7. Publicity 

B7.1 The Service Provider (including its sub-contractor(s), agents, servants, suppliers and 

employees) must not, without the prior written consent of the Fund (which shall not be withheld 

unreasonably), advertise or publicly make any announcement regarding this Contract or that 

the Service Provider is undertaking work for the Fund. 

B7.2 In the event of any enquiries including media, Parliamentary or official enquiries being received 

by the Service Provider, its sub-contractor(s), agents, servants, suppliers or employees about 

this Contract, the delivery of the Services or any other matter relating to the Contract, the 

Service Provider or its sub-contractor(s), agents, servants, suppliers or employees shall 

immediately refer the matter to the Fund’s Representative.  Except for such referral, the Service 

Provider shall make no other formal or informal response without the prior written approval of 

the Fund.  

B7.3 The Service Provider (including its sub-contractor(s), agents, servants, suppliers and 

employees) must not commit any act, or omit to do any act, or do anything which attracts public 

or media attention that is prejudicial or otherwise detrimental to the Fund’s name, messages or 

reputation. If such an event does occur, the Service Provider must immediately notify the 

Fund’s Representative. 

B8. Rights of third parties 

A person who is not a party to this Contract shall have no right under the Contract (Rights of Third 

Parties) Act 1999 to enforce any of its terms. 
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B9. Modern Slavery 

B9.1 The Service Provider undertakes to the Fund that: 

B9.1.1 it has not and its current and former directors, officers and employees have not and shall not 

engage in activity which would amount to a breach of the Modern Slavery Legislation or activity 

which would constitute an offence under the Modern Slavery Legislation if the conduct took 

place in the United Kingdom; 

B9.1.2 it has not and its current and former directors, officers and employees have not and shall not 

engage in any activity, practice or conduct which could or would place the Fund in breach of the 

Modern Slavery Legislation or activity which would constitute an offence under the Modern 

Slavery Legislation if the conduct took place in the United Kingdom; 

B9.1.3 it has and shall maintain and implement: 

B9.1.3.1 procedures to ensure compliance with the Modern Slavery Legislation; and 

B9.1.3.2 adequate procedures designed to prevent conduct that would give rise to an offence under 

the Modern Slavery Legislation; 

B9.1.4 it shall include undertakings similar to those contained in this Clause B9 in any contract it may 

enter into with sub-contractors; and 

B9.1.5 from time to time, at the reasonable request of the Fund, it will confirm in writing that it has 

complied with its undertakings under this Clause B9 and will provide any information reasonably 

requested by the Fund in support of such compliance. 

B9.2 Service Provider shall maintain adequate records to assist in verifying its compliance with the 

provisions of this Clause B9 and shall permit the Fund and its representatives immediately upon 

request to access and take copies of such records and to audit Service Provider’s compliance 

with its obligations under this Clause B9.  Service Provider shall give all necessary assistance 

to the conduct of such audits.   Service Provider shall notify the Fund immediately should it 

become aware of any breach or potential breach of the Modern Slavery Legislation or any 

activity which would constitute an offence under the Modern Slavery Legislation if the activity 

had taken place in the United Kingdom. 

C. THE SERVICES  

C1. Service Provider’s personnel 

C1.1 The Service Provider shall take the steps reasonably required by the Fund to prevent 

unauthorised persons being admitted to the Fund’s premises.   

C1.2 The Service Provider, its employees or agents whilst on the premises of the Fund in connection 

with the Contract shall, in all respects, conform to and comply with any requirements, rules, 

regulations and instructions that may be given by an employee or agent of the Fund or on its 

behalf, as to the Fund’s employment and equality policies, the work environment, site and 

safety precautions and the conduct of the Service Provider, its employees or agents whilst 

engaged thereof. 
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C1.3 If the Fund gives the Service Provider notice that any person must not: 

C1.3.1 be admitted to or is to be removed from the Fund’s premises; or 

C1.3.2become involved in or is to be removed from involvement in the delivery of the Services, 

and the Service Provider shall take all reasonable steps to comply with such notice. 

C1.4 In the event that the Fund is dissatisfied with the work of a Service Provider employee or 

subcontractor or wishes to remove them from the Services, the Fund shall request a meeting 

with the Service Provider to discuss such performance issues and provide evidence wherever 

possible.  Without restricting the Fund’s rights under Clause C1.4, the parties will seek to agree 

a plan to resolve such issues or if necessary the replacement of such personnel.   

C2. Key Personnel   

C2.1 The Service Provider’s Key Personnel for the provision of the Services are set out in Item 6 of 

Schedule A. The delivery of the Services shall be undertaken or directly overseen by the Key 

Personnel.  

C2.2 The Service Provider shall not without the prior written approval of the Fund make any changes 

to the Key Personnel for a particular phase of the Services except for reasons of long term 

sickness, parental leave or termination of employment. 

C2.3 The Service Provider shall undertake all reasonable steps to ensure that the Key Personnel will 

remain for the full period of the relevant phase of the Services for which they are appointed.  In 

the event of a Key Personnel’s sickness or other emergencies, the Service Provider must 

consult with the Fund, and if required provide suitably qualified and experienced replacement 

personnel who are acceptable to the Fund without additional charge or expense at the earliest 

possible opportunity. 

C2.4 If, for any other reasons, changes in the Key Personnel become necessary: 

C2.4.1 in the reasonable opinion of the Fund due to such person’s misconduct or repeatedly 

substandard work, then the Service Provider will provide replacement Key Personnel at 

the earliest opportunity (or at least within the reasonable time period specified by the 

Fund) and at no additional cost to the Fund; or  

C2.4.2 at the Service Provider’s request, then such changes shall be subject to a minimum of 

ten working days written notice by the Service Provider to the Fund in the first twenty 

elapsed working days of the Contract and twenty working days written notice any time 

thereafter and the Key Personnel must be provided at no additional cost to the Fund.  

C2.5 Subject always to the provisions of Clause C1.1, in the event that the Service Provider having 

provided the Fund with a number of alternatives is unable to provide replacement Key 

Personnel with the appropriate skills who are acceptable to the Fund within sufficient time to 

enable the Service Provider to complete the delivery of the Services on time then the Fund 

following consultation with the Service Provider may obtain replacement personnel from other 

sources or terminate the Contract at its discretion.  In event of termination the Fund shall only 

be liable for Services completed by the Service Provider up to the date of the termination and 
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any committed costs which cannot be mitigated by the Service Provider on receiving the notice 

of termination. Such termination does not restrict any other rights the Fund may have under this 

Contract or by law.  

C2.6 The parties shall discuss and agree whether a handover period is required and if so for how 

long (but for no greater than ten (10) working days), whereupon the Service Provider shall 

provide both the Key Personnel and the replacement personnel during this period at no extra 

charge. 

C3. Standard of work 

The Service Provider shall at all times employ a sufficient number of staff assigned to the performance 

of the Services, and warrants that they shall be suitably qualified and possess and exercise such skill 

and experience as is necessary to perform the Services and fulfil the Service Provider’s obligations 

under this Contract and any training of staff to achieve or maintain this standard shall be at no cost to 

the Fund. 

C4. Security of systems 

C4.1 The Fund may issue a Change Request under the Change Control Procedure to request the 

Service Provider to alter any security systems at any time during the Contract period, and the 

Service Provider must not unreasonably withhold its agreement to such a request. 

C5. Monitoring of performance 

C5.1 The Fund will monitor the Service Provider in its performance of the Services under this 

Contract. The Service Provider agrees to assist the Fund with any requests which it may make 

from time to time in relation to monitoring the Service Provider’s performance, which may 

include (without limitation): 

C5.1.1 attendance at regular meetings at working level and director level to confirm there is a 

clear understanding of scope of work, the interpretation of information, timetables, 

deadlines and timing of reports; 

C5.1.2 a request to review security procedures and (availability for inspection) of all relevant 

documentation; and  

C5.1.3 the delivery of such written reports in such format as the Fund may reasonably request 

from time to time and, if appropriate, time sheets as may reasonably be requested. 

C5.2 The Fund will provide the Service Provider the assistance specified in Item 8 of Schedule A (the 

Assistance). The Service Provider agrees that no other assistance is required from the Fund in 

order for the Service Provider to provide the Services and otherwise carry out its obligations 

under this Contract. If  the Fund does not provide the Assistance to the Service Provider, the 

Service Provider must give notice of non-provision to the Fund, and the Service Provider 

accepts responsibility for, and will mitigate, the consequences of such non provision of the 

Assistance until such notice is given and the Fund has had an opportunity to provide the 

Assistance required.  
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C6. Reports 

C6.1 The Service Provider shall provide a Progress Report to the Fund on the dates specified in Item 

9 of Schedule A, and from time to time as requested by the Fund. 

C6.2 The Service Provider will provide a Final Progress Report to the Fund on or before the date 

specified in Item 10 of Schedule A.  

C6.3 The Service Provider must provide the Fund with a Risk Report on the Fund’s reasonable 

request and, if the Fund requests the Service Provider to do so, to prepare and maintain a Risk 

Register with the Fund.  

C6.4 The Service Provider shall provide reports in the format as reasonably requested by the Fund. 

C6.5 If the Fund requests additional information in respect of any of the above named reports, the 

Service Provider agrees to provide such additional information and/or updates to the Fund 

within 10 working days of the Fund’s request. 

C7. Surveys 

The Service Provider shall not carry out any survey in connection with this Contract(whether or not 

such survey forms part of the Services) which includes any interviews or the circulation of 

questionnaires or similar documents without first obtaining the prior agreement of the Fund to the form 

and content of such interviews, questionnaires or other documents. 

C8. Environmental requirements 

C8.1 The Service Provider will: 

C8.1.1 comply in all material respects with all applicable environmental laws and regulations in 

force from time to time in connection with the Services; and  

C8.1.2 promptly provide all information regarding the environmental impact of the Services to 

the Fund as may reasonably be requested by the Fund. 

C8.2 The Service Provider will meet all reasonable requests by the Fund for information evidencing 

compliance with this Clause C8. 

C9. Risk 

The Service Provider must assess the risk of not being able to provide the Services to the Fund in 

accordance with this Contract for any reason, and apply appropriate risk mitigation strategies, and 

implement all necessary resources to ensure the Services are provided in accordance with this 

Contract. 

C10. Variation of requirement 

In the event that the Fund wishes to amend any requirements of this Contract, the Service Provider 

agrees to negotiate the terms of any changes in good faith and any payment as a result of the variation 

of the Fund’s requirements shall be subject only to a fair and reasonable adjustment to reflect the 

additional obligations imposed on the Service Provider (if any). Such variation will be subject to the 

Change Control Procedure. 
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C11. Amendment of Contract 

C11.1 This Contract (including its Schedules) and the Services may only be varied in writing under the 

Change Control Procedure via a Change Request signed by both parties. 

C11.2 If a change in legislation has an impact on the Services, or increases the Service Provider’s 

cost of providing the Services, either party may raise the matter under the Change Control 

Procedure. 

C11.3 Neither party will claim any cost of expense from the other party in connection with any Change 

Request including but not limited to reviewing, negotiating or discussing any Change Request.  

D. PAYMENT 

D1. Fees and expenses 

D1.1 Subject to Clause D4, the Fund will pay to the Service Provider the fees and expenses 

specified in Item 2 of Schedule D (except to the extent the invoice is in dispute) at the times set 

out in Item 3 of Schedule D and via the method set out in Item 4 of Schedule D. 

D1.2 The Service Provider will invoice the Fund at the times set out in Item 5 of Schedule D. All 

invoices must: 

D1.2.1 be correctly rendered; 

D1.2.2 include the contract number (set out on the front page of this Contract); 

D1.2.3 clearly identify and detail the Services provided during the period of the invoice; and 

D1.2.4 be submitted in both hard copy and electronic formats to the Fund at the address set out 

in Item 6 of Schedule D. 

D1.3 Where the Services are provided on a time and materials daily rate basis, the Service Provider 

must only invoice for the time actually worked by its personnel and must not invoice for travel 

time, any leave entitlements or for more than eight hours per day or the agreed maximum daily 

rate unless it has received prior written approval from the Fund in respect of those additional 

hours. 

D1.4 Value Added Tax, where applicable, shall be shown separately on all invoices as a strictly net 

extra charge. 

D2. Recovery of sums due 

Wherever under this Contract any sum of money is recoverable from or payable by the Service 

Provider to the Fund, that sum may be deducted by the Fund from any sum then owed, or which at any 

later time may become owing to the Service Provider by the Fund under this Contract or under any 

other agreement or contract with the Fund. 

D3. Final payment 

The Service Provider shall submit a final invoice to the Fund within six weeks of the delivery of the final 

Services (or of termination of the Contract if that is earlier).  
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D4. Limitations on payment 

D4.1 The Fund is not required to pay the fees or expenses under Clause D1.1 and/or may withhold 

the payment if: 

D4.1.1. the Fund has not received an invoice that complies with Clause D1.2; 

D4.1.2. the Services have not been provided in accordance with Clause A3.1 (including but not 

limited to the Services not having been rendered in accordance with the description of Services, 

requirements of the Fund and key performance indicators as stated in Schedule A to this 

Contract); 

D4.1.3. the Services have not been delivered to the satisfaction of the Fund and have not been 

accepted under the Acceptance Procedures.  

D4.2 Where the Fund agrees to pay any expenses in connection with this Contract, the Fund is not 

required to pay if: 

D4.2.1 it is not satisfied that the expense was incurred by the Service Provider directly for the 

provision of the Services; 

D4.2.2 the Fund does not receive a copy of a tax invoice from the applicable third party 

evidencing that the Service Provider paid for the expense; 

D4.2.3 in the Fund’s opinion, the expense is not reasonable as against the Fund’s policy on out 

of pocket expenses.   

D5. Fee and invoice disputes 

Any dispute about the fees or expenses under this Contract, or any invoice issued under this Contract, 

will be subject to the dispute resolution procedure set out in Clause G1.  

E. LIABILITY AND INSURANCE 

E1. Liability  

E1.1 Without prejudice to any rights or remedies of the Fund and subject to the provisions of Clauses 

E1.2, E1.3 and E1.4, the Service Provider indemnifies the Fund, and agrees to keep the Fund 

indemnified, against all actions, suits, claims, demands, losses, charges, costs and expenses 

made against the Fund (or any of its employees, officers or agents) by any third party (including 

any current or former employee, servant, agent, supplier or sub-contractor) arising out of or in 

connection with this Contract or the relationship established by it, including: 

E1.1.1 loss of or damage to any property; 

E1.1.2 personal injury (whether fatal or otherwise) to any person;  

E1.1.3 any fraudulent, unlawful or negligent act or omission of the Service Provider in 

connection with this Contract; and 

E1.1.4 termination of this Contract for material breach under Clause F1.1.1.  
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E1.2 The indemnity contained in Clause E1.1 shall not apply to the extent that the loss, damage or 

injury is caused by the negligent or wilful act or omission of the Fund, or any employee, servant, 

agent, supplier or sub-contractor of the Fund. 

E1.3 Neither party shall be liable to the other for any loss (howsoever arising) of profits, business, 

contracts, revenues, goodwill or reputation or any indirect, incidental, punitive or consequential 

loss, damage, cost or expense whatsoever. 

E1.4 The Service Provider’s liability under or in connection with the Services (whether in contract, 

tort or otherwise) will be limited to the maximum amount set out in Item 11 of Schedule A in 

respect of each incident or series of connected incidents. For the avoidance of doubt, nothing in 

this Contract shall limit the Service Provider’s liability for death or personal injury due to the 

negligence of the Service Provider or its employees or for any breach or claimed breach of a 

third party’s intellectual property rights. 

E1.5 The Fund’s liability under this Contract or in connection with the Services (whether in contract, 

tort or otherwise) will be limited to the maximum amount set out in Item 12 of Schedule A.  

E2. Insurance 

E2.1 The Service Provider shall have in force, and shall require any sub-contractor to have in force, 

for the period set out in Item 13 of Schedule A: 

E2.1.1 employer’s liability insurance in accordance with any legal requirement for the time 

being in force; 

E2.1.2 public liability insurance for the sum of not less than the amount set out in Item 14 of 

Schedule A; and 

E2.1.3 professional indemnity cover for the sum of not less than the amount set out in Item 15 

of Schedule A. 

E2.2 The Service Provider will provide the Fund on request with written confirmation from its 

insurance brokers that it has in place the insurance cover referred to in Clause E2.1 together 

with satisfactory evidence of payment of the associated premium or premiums. 

F. END OF CONTRACT AND BREACH 

F1. Termination 

F1.1 The Fund may terminate this Contract immediately by notice in writing if: 

F1.1.1the Service Provider commits a material breach of this Contract and (if such breach is 

capable of remedy) fails to remedy such breach within 30 days of being required by the 

Fund in writing to do so; 

F1.1.2the Service Provider does not comply with any of the terms, conditions and provisions of 

this Contract and its Schedules (including the Delivery Plan if applicable) and fails to 

remedy that breach (if that breach is capable of remedy) within 10 days of receiving a 

request from the Fund to do so; 
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F1.1.3the Service Provider is an individual and he or she dies or is adjudged incapable of 

managing his or her affairs within the meaning of Part VII of the Mental Health Act 1983; 

F1.1.4 the Service Provider is an individual and a petition is presented for the Service 

Provider’s bankruptcy or a criminal bankruptcy order is made against the Service 

Provider, or the Service Provider makes any composition or arrangement with or for the 

benefit of creditors, or makes any conveyance or assignment for the benefit of creditors, 

or if an administrator is appointed to manage the Service Provider’s affairs; 

F1.1.5 the Service Provider is not an individual but is a firm, or a number of persons acting 

together in any capacity, and Clause F1.1.4 occurs in respect of any partner in the firm 

or any of those persons or a petition is presented for the Service Provider to be wound 

up as an unregistered company; 

F1.1.6  the Service Provider is a company, and the company passes a resolution for winding-up 

or the court makes an administration order or a winding-up order, or the company 

makes a composition or arrangement with its creditors, or an administrative receiver, 

receiver, manager or supervisor is appointed by a creditor or by the court, or possession 

is taken of any of its property under a fixed or floating charge (but excluding for the 

purposes of this Clause any bona fide company reconstruction); 

F1.1.7  there is a change of “control” as defined by Section 416 (2) of the Income and 

Corporation Taxes Act 1988 in the Service Provider; 

F1.1.8  the Service Provider is a firm or partnership and there is a change in the identity of any 

of the partners in the firm and/or a change in the extent to which any partner is able to 

exercise or entitled to acquire direct or indirect control over the firm’s affairs.  

F1.2 If the Fund terminates this Contract under Clause F1.1: 

F1.2.1 the Service Provider will hand over to the Fund all Materials in which the Fund owns the 

Intellectual Property Rights including all work in progress and the Fund’s Background IP; 

F1.2.2 the Fund may, without prejudice to any other of the Fund’s rights, complete the delivery 

of the Services or have them completed by a third party; 

F1.2.3 the Fund shall not be liable to make any further payment to the Service Provider; 

F1.2.4 the Fund may deduct from any amount due to the Service Provider the costs and 

expenses incurred by the Fund (including the Fund’s own costs) in connection with the 

termination and procuring or performing similar services. If the total cost to the Fund 

exceeds the amount (if any) due to the Service Provider, the Service Provider must pay 

to the Fund the difference within 30 days of the Fund’s request.  

F1.3 Termination under Clause F1.1 shall not prejudice or affect any right of action or remedy that 

shall have accrued or shall thereupon accrue to the Fund and shall not affect the continued 

operation of Clauses A7, A10, A12.3, B1 and B5. 
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F2. Remedies cumulative 

Except as otherwise expressly provided by the Contract, all remedies available to either party for 

breach of this Contract are cumulative and may be exercised concurrently or separately, and the 

exercise of any one remedy shall not be deemed an election of such remedy to the exclusion of other 

remedies. 

F3. Survival 

Clauses A1, A7, B1, B3, B7, D2, E1, E2 and F5 and any other provision of this Contract (including its 

Schedules) that by its nature is intended to survive expiry or termination or that is necessary for its 

interpretation or enforcement shall survive the expiry or termination of this Contract. 

F4. Break 

F4.1 The Fund shall in addition to its powers under any other Clause of this Contract have power to 

determine this Contract at any time by giving to the Service Provider written notice, to expire at 

the end of the period set out in Item 16 of Schedule A, and upon the expiration of the notice this 

Contract shall be determined without prejudice to the rights of the parties accrued to the date of 

determination. 

F4.2 In the event of notice being given by the Fund under Clause F4.1, the Fund shall at any time 

before the expiration of the notice be entitled to exercise and shall as soon as may be 

reasonably practicable within that period exercise such of the following powers as it considers 

expedient:  

F4.2.1 to direct the Service Provider, where work has not been commenced, to refrain from 

commencing work; or 

F4.2.2 to direct the Service Provider to complete in accordance with this Contract all or any of 

the delivery of the Services, or any part or component thereof, which shall be paid for at 

the agreed Contract fee. 

F4.3 The Fund shall indemnify the Service Provider against any commitments, liabilities or 

expenditure which are reasonably and properly chargeable by the Service Provider directly in 

connection with this Contract to the extent to which those commitments, liabilities or 

expenditure would otherwise represent an unavoidable loss by the Service Provider by reason 

of the determination of this Contract under clause F4.1. 

F4.4 The Fund shall not in any case be liable to pay under the provisions of this Clause F4 any sum 

which, when taken together with any sums paid or due or becoming due to the Service Provider 

under this Contract, shall exceed the total Contract price. 

F4.5 The Fund shall pay the Service Provider for all work carried out to the Fund’s satisfaction by the 

Service Provider, its employees and subcontractors up to the date of termination. 

F5. End of Contract assistance 

F5.1 For the term of the End Phase, the Service Provider must comply with the Fund’s reasonable 

exit management requirements and provide to the Fund any assistance reasonably requested, 

including the assistance set out in Item 20 of Schedule A.  
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F5.2 If the Fund requires any such assistance after the termination date of this Contract or which 

requires the Service Provider to use additional resources to those needed to supply the 

Services then: 

F5.2.1 if this Contract was terminated otherwise than due to the Service Provider's breach or 

insolvency, the Fund will compensate the Service Provider for such assistance at the 

Service Provider's standard time and materials rates as agreed by the parties; or 

F5.2.2 if this Contract was terminated due to the Service Provider's breach or insolvency, the 

Fund will pay the Service Provider on a cost of services recovery basis only. 

F5.3 Before performing any Services in respect of which the Service Provider may make a charge of 

the Fund under this Clause F5, the Service Provider must notify the Fund of the fact that such a 

charge may be made and the likely amount of the charge. The Service Provider must only 

perform the Services which are approved and agreed by the Fund under the Change Control 

Procedures set out in Schedule C.  

G. LAW AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

G1. Dispute resolution 

G1.1 The parties’ representatives set out in Clause A16 (or any other person nominated by the party) 

shall attempt in good faith to negotiate a settlement to any dispute, including escalating the 

dispute to senior management as required. 

G1.2 If the dispute cannot be resolved by the parties pursuant to Clause G1.1 within 28 days (unless 

otherwise agreed), the dispute may be referred by either party to mediation pursuant to Clause 

G1.4. 

G1.3 The performance of the Services shall not be suspended, cease or be delayed by the reference 

of a dispute to mediation pursuant to Clause G1.2 and each party shall (and shall procure that 

its employees, servants, agents, suppliers and sub-contractors shall) comply fully with the 

requirements of the Contract at all times. 

G1.4 The procedure for mediation and consequential provisions relating to mediation are as follows: 

G1.4.1 A neutral adviser or mediator (the Mediator) shall be chosen by agreement between the 

parties or, if they are unable to agree upon a Mediator within 14 days after a request by 

one party to the other, or if the Mediator agreed upon is unable or unwilling to act, either 

party shall within 14 days from the date of the proposal to appoint a Mediator or within 

14 days of the notice to either party that the Mediator is unable or unwilling to act 

(whichever is the later), apply to the Centre for Dispute Resolution (CEDR) to appoint a 

Mediator. 

G1.4.2 The parties shall within 14 days of the appointment of the Mediator meet with the 

Mediator in order to agree a programme for the exchange of all relevant information and 

the structure to be adopted for negotiations to be held.  If considered appropriate, the 

parties may at any stage seek assistance from CEDR to provide guidance on a suitable 

procedure. 
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G1.4.3 Unless otherwise agreed, all negotiations connected with the dispute and any settlement 

agreement relating to it shall be conducted in confidence and without prejudice to the 

rights of the parties in any future proceedings. 

G1.4.4 If the parties reach agreement on the resolution of the dispute, the agreement shall be 

reduced to writing and shall be binding on the parties once it is signed by their duly 

authorised representatives. 

G1.4.5 Failing agreement, either of the parties may invite the Mediator to provide a non-binding 

but informative opinion in writing.  Such an opinion shall be provided on a without 

prejudice basis and shall not be used in evidence in any proceedings relating to the 

Contract without the prior written consent of both parties. 

G1.4.6 If the parties fail to reach agreement in the structured negotiations within 60 days of the 

Mediator being appointed, or such longer period as may be agreed by the parties, then 

any dispute or difference between them may be referred to the courts. 

G1.5 Each party must pay its own costs of complying with this clause G1. The parties must equally 

pay the costs of any Mediator.  

G1.6 This dispute resolution procedure does not prevent a party from applying to a court for urgent 

interlocutory or other relief to protect Intellectual Property Rights.  

G2. Contract is not exclusive 

The Service Provider will provide the Services on a non-exclusive basis.  Nothing in this Contract 

prevents the Fund from obtaining services which are the same as or similar to the Services from any 

third party or from itself performing services which are the same as or similar to the Services. 

G3. Governing law 

This Contract shall be governed by and construed in accordance with English Law and the parties 

hereby irrevocably submit to the jurisdiction of the English Courts. 

G4. Entirety 

This Contract and the related Schedules shall constitute the entire Contract between the Fund and the 

Service Provider and shall supersede all previous contracts, regulations, correspondence and 

representations whether written or oral in respect of the delivery of the Services. 

G5. Pre-contractual documents and other terms and conditions 

G5.1 In the event of any conflict in the interpretation of the terms and conditions of this Contract, the 

parties must refer to the relevant interpretation in the pre-contractual documents in the following 

order of precedence: 

G5.1.1 the Invitation to Tender; or 

G5.1.2 if the Invitation to Tender does not provide the interpretation, the Tender Response. 

G5.2 This Contract takes precedence over any other terms and conditions (including the Service 

Provider’s terms and conditions whether provided as part of the Tender Response, with an invoice, or 

at any time) in connection with the subject matter. 
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Schedule A – Contract details  

Item 1 - Start Date 

(Clause A2) 15/07/2020 

Item 2 - Completion Date 

(Clause A2) 31/01/2021 

Item 3 - Tender information 

(Clause G5.1) Heritage Emergency Fund Evaluation and 91500 I2 

Item 4 - Fund’s representatives 

(Clause A16.1) - For the purpose of dealing with the Service Provider on all matters relating to the 

provision and performance of the Services, the Fund’s Representative and contract owner is: 

Name:  Amelia Robinson 
Title:  Insight Manager 
Telephone: 020 7591 6258 
Email:  amelia.robinson@heritagefund.org.uk  
The Fund’s Representative’s line manager is: 

Name:  Tom Walters  
Title:  Head of Research 
Telephone: 07926 119996 

Email:  tom.walters@heritagefund.org.uk  

Item 5 Service Provider’s representatives 

(Clause A16.2) The Service Provider’s representative is: 

Name:  Anabel Litchfield 
Title:  Senior Project Manager  

Telephone: 020 7033 2612 
Email:  a.litchfield@renaisi.com 

Item 6 - Key Personnel 

(Clause C2.1) The Key Personnel for this Contract are: 

Annabel Litchfield, Project Director; and 

Lizzie Oxborrow, Project Manager 

Item 7 - Standards 

(Clause A3.1.2) <insert specific standards> 

The Service Provider will use the best applicable techniques and standards and execute the Contract 

with all reasonable care, skill and diligence.  

[confirm that this is applicable] 

The Service Provider must comply with the Accessibility requirements set out in the Fund’s Brief and 

attached to the Statement of Work as Appendix 1. 

mailto:amelia.robinson@heritagefund.org.uk
mailto:tom.walters@heritagefund.org.uk
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Item 8 - Assistance of the Fund 

(Clause C5.2) <insert any assistance the Fund must give the Service Provider for the Service Provider 

to provide the Services> 

Item 9 - Progress reports due date 

(Clause C6.1)  

• Feedback to the Fund on progress and findings by bi weekly Teams catch ups and email 

summary of findings. 

• Interim report – September 2020 

• Structure of final report – November 2020 

Item 10 - Final Progress report due date 

(Clause C6.2) 31th January 2021 

Item 11 - Service Provider’s liability limitation 

(Clause E1.4) £250,000 

Item 12 - Fund’s liability limitation 

(Clause E1.5) The Fund’s liability is limited to an amount equal to the total charges payable under this 

Contract. 

Item 13 - Insurance period 

(Clause E2) The Service Provider must take out and maintain insurance <for the term of this 

Contract and for six years after its termination or expiry> 

Item 14 - Public liability 

(Clause E2) <£1,000,000 (one million pounds)> for any one incident  

Item 15 - Professional indemnity 

(Clause E2) <£1,000,000 (one million pounds)> for any one incident 

Item 16 - Break notice period 

(Clause F4.1) 45 days 

Item 17 - Services description  

The services are specified in the Statement of Work, set out in the Annexure to this Schedule A.  

Item 18 - Timetable  

The timetable is specified in the Statement of Work, set out in the Annexure to this Schedule A. 

Item 19 -  Authorised sub-contractors 

(Clause A8.1) There are no authorised sub-contractors at the date of this Contract 

Item 20 - Exit assistance 

(Clause F5) <Not applicable, or insert exit requirements, or “any exit assistance is to be agreed by 

the parties during the term of this Contract“> 
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Item 21 - Special Conditions 

(Clause A15) The parties do not intend for TUPE to apply upon the commencement or during the term 

of this Contract or upon its expiry or termination (whether in whole or in part). Consequently, the 

Service Provider shall ensure that its personnel are organised in a manner such that in the provision of 

its Services and performance of its obligations, the Service Provider does not in any way or for any 

reason provide the Fund with any dedicated personnel.  
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Annexure to Schedule A – Statement of work 

Statement of Work 

Scope of Services 

1. Scope of Services 

1.1 Heritage Emergency Fund Evaluation  

2. Inception Meeting and Delivery Plan 

2.1 14th of July 2020  

3. Description of Services 

3.1 The Service Provider will provide the following services to the Fund: 
 

Undertake the evaluation which aims to understand whether The National Lottery Heritage Fund’s 

response to COVID-19 met the needs of organisations working in our sector and, in doing so, delivered 

The Fund’s three stated outcomes (economy, inclusion and wellbeing).  

Evaluate the three research strands and the objectives for each strand, detailed below. 
 
Strand one: To assess the impact of our emergency funding, including:   

• the financial impact for organisations who received funding.  

• the outputs from the funding, such as, activities undertaken, number of organisations, beneficiaries, 
employees/jobs and volunteers sustained/saved from insolvency. 

• how the funding has supported capacity to contribute to the three priority outcomes – economy, 
inclusion and wellbeing? 

• the impact of the funding on employees, volunteers and other beneficiaries.  

• the value of short-term emergency funding in providing stability for organisations, versus other 
types of support (such as investments in digital capability)  

 
Strand two: To assess the potential medium- and long-term impact of COVID-19  on heritage 
organisations, in order to inform the Fund’s future strategy and operating model, including:  

• how are organisations now operating post funding?   

• how has or will organisation or organisation’s practice evolve as a result of the pandemic? E.g. 
innovating, merging 

• how resilient are organisations post funding? E.g. governance and staffing structures, digital 
capabilities  

• what challenges will organisations face or continue to face as a result of the pandemic, including 
future needs and support?  

• to learn from the experiences of organisations we funded to improve the support we provide. 

• the value of support and funding for organisations (as opposed to projects) and learn about the 
best approaches for delivering this support. 

• what is the situation for organisations that were eligible but didn’t access the funding?  
  
Strand three: To understand how the sector views The Fund’s response to the pandemic including:  

• how well we have responded to the needs of the sector? 

• the types of support that have been accessed – financial and non-financial. 

• how well the Fund’s offer was aligned with other packages of support from other funders and 
central government? 
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• organisations experience of accessing different funding support alongside the Heritage Emergency 
Fund.  

• the experience of having a grant application assessed through the Heritage Emergency Fund. This 
includes both applicants who were successful and unsuccessful.  

• grantees experience of the process of working with the Heritage Fund following the award of the 
grant.  

• grantees experience of the process of the non-financial support from The Fund as part of the 
Heritage Emergency Fund response. 

 
The evaluation should be delivered in a collaborative relationship with The Fund, as well as with 

grantees and other stakeholders. 

 

Key audiences for the evaluation include: 

 - The Fund’s staff 

 - Other funders, heritage stakeholders, policy makers and other interested parties 

The evaluation will also be used to inform strategy and policy development. We will expect the 

consultants to identify and feedback learnings throughout the evaluation that we can act on to make 

any changes to our support. 

The evaluation should draw on a range of quantitative evidence and alongside qualitative evidence to 
deepen understanding and capture the human stories. The work will include the following 
approaches:   

• Data collection on grant completion through a survey to all recipients of the Heritage 
Emergency Fund to understand projects outputs. Chasing for this data needs to be factored 
into the approach.   

• In-depth interviews with Heritage Fund Staff and Project Support Consultants (known as ROSS 
consultants). We envisage around 20 interviews being undertaken.   

• In-depth interviews with a sample of organisations supported through the Heritage Emergency 
Fund from across the heritage sectors, countries and regions, grant sizes and the different 
organisational types. We envisage around 50 interviews being undertaken.   

• In-depth interviews with a sample of organisations that were eligible but did not apply or utilise 
the Heritage Emergency Fund support.  We envisage around 10 interviews being undertaken.  

• Case studies with a subset of projects. This sample would be based on findings from the in-
depth interviews and should be decided upon in collaboration with The Fund. We envisage 
around 6-8 case studies.  

• Secondary data review and analysis e.g. applications, completion reports and other project 
documentation etc. This would inform the approach to collecting of the output data as well as 
providing evidence for understanding the impact and for the case studies.   

• Reference to existing research on the impact of COVID-19 across the UK, including 
information from sources such as ONS, BCIS, NPC, YouGov and other sector impact surveys 
you identify and the implications of these studies and survey findings for The Fund.  

  
The collection of quantitative data may need to be standardised with other Lottery Distributor data.  
  
The consultants will need to be committed to adapt to the evolving nature of the current situation and 
Heritage Emergency Fund programme.   
  
All topic guides and other research materials need to be agreed with The Fund. 
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Qualitative data collected through in-depth remote interviews carried out with a large enough sample of 

our grantees to draw conclusions for the heritage sector. As a minimum we expect to see the sample to 

include: 

• A range of award sizes from the Heritage Emergency Fund. 

• The type of grantee (for example Local Authority, voluntary sector, quasi-public body) 

• The heritage area being funded 

• A good geographical spread, including all 4 nations. 

The following outputs will be required: 

• An interim report in beginning of September. 

• A final research report and accompanying slide deck in early January. The report will provide an 
understanding of the overall research aim and answers to the objectives. It will also provide a 
summary of key findings and key considerations or findings for the Fund.   

• A set of research data, to be stored in a readily accessible electronic format such as Excel.  

• The evaluation will also be used to inform strategy and policy development. We will expect the 
consultants to identify learnings and feed these back throughout the evaluation so that we can 
act on to make any changes to our support. 

• The successful bidder will be expected to discuss and present findings at appropriate times, to 
internal and external audiences, including our Board, our Senior Management Team, Grantees, 
policy makers and other external stakeholders.  The purpose of these presentations is to enable 
lessons to be learned and key policy and practice issues to be highlighted as the evaluation 
progresses. 
 

3.2 The detailed Delivery Plan will be agreed between the Parties at the Inception Meeting. Both 
Parties will revise the Delivery Plan regularly and keep it up to date as working document.   

4. Meeting and reporting 

4.1 Bi weekly catch ups and meetings at key points as articulated in the proposal. Regular reporting 
of relevant findings over email. Reporting is referred to in the Deliverables below.  

5. Deliverables 

5.1 The Service Provider will provide the following deliverables to the Fund: 
 

Deliverable/Key Milestones* Due date 

Development of an evaluation framework 

(including data collection requirements and 

monitoring processes) developed in collaboration 

with the Fund 

July 2020 

Short interim report (maximum 15 pages) Early September 

2020 

A final report, of 50 pages maximum, with 

structure agreed with the Fund, and 

accompanying slide deck 

11th January 2021 
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6. Acceptance 

6.1 The procedure described in Schedule B of the Contract will apply to the Deliverables. 

7. Timetable for performance 

7.1 The Service Provider will provide the Services in accordance with the following timetable: 
 

Activity / Deliverable Start date End date 

Interception meeting July 14th  July 14th  

Familarisation interviews July 14th August 

Review wider evidence July 14th August 

Review Emergency Fund data and documentation July 14th August 

Workshop with Emergency Fund Staff End of July 31st  August 

Finalise evaluation Framework and Sampling End of July 31st August 

Developing the end of grant survey Early August 31st August  

Disseminating the survey and reminder for grantees August  December 15th  

Developing qualitative discussion guides and tools August  September 30th 

Interview set up August  August 31st 

Interviews with Emergency Fund grantees August  Dec 15th  

Interviews with organisations that did not apply August  Dec 15th  

Case studies  October  November 30th  

Interview / survey with unsuccessful applicants September November 30th 

Reflective interviews with staff and consultants August  November 30th  

Learning diary prompts with staff August  November 30th  

Monthy staff workshops August  January 31st  

Learning diary prompts with staff August  November 30th  

Monthly workshops with staff August  January 31st  

Open drop in calls for grantees September  November 30th  

Ongoing quantitative analysis August  November 30th  

Nvivo coding  September December 31st 

Interim report August  September 15th  

Regular learning outputs September  November 30th  

Final report and presentations January 11th  January 31st  

 

8. Key performance indicators 

8.1 The Service Provider must meet or exceed the following key performance indicators (KPIs): 
n/a 

 

9. Location of performance 

9.1 The location for provision of the Services is: 

Unit 2 

290-296 Mare Street 

London 

E8 1HE 
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Appendix: Accessibility and formatting guidance 

The Fund is committed to providing a website that is accessible to the widest possible audience. Our 

website is annually tested by accessibility auditors and we must meet the WCAG 2.0 AA compliance 

level. Our accessibility testing covers all of our content, including downloadable documents, as well as 

the design and functionality of the site.   

Reports and other documents created for the Fund (including the tender submissions) need to be 

clear, straightforward to use, and ready to circulate internally, externally and online, as well as suitable 

for use by screen reading software. Tips for creating accessible documents can be found below. 

However, we strongly recommend referring to the RNIB, Gov.uk and WebAIM for more detailed 

information.  

Readability 

In the final report, and all other documents that may be published online including the tender 

application consultants should ensure that: 

• The size of the font is at least 11pt; 

• There is a strong contrast between the background colour and the colour of the text. Black 
text on a white background provides the best contrast. This also applies to any shading 
used in tables and/or diagrams; 

• Italics are only used when quoting book titles for citations and items on the reference list 
should be arranged alphabetically by author  

• Colour formatting and use of photos should be of a resolution size that is easily printable 
and does not compromise the printability of the document. 

For further guidance on ensuring readability of printed materials, please refer to the RNIB Clear Print 

guidelines. These can be found on the RNIB website. 

Accessibility 

Reports should adhere to the following guidelines: 

Formatting 

Headings and content in your document should be clearly identified and consistently formatted, to allow 

easy navigation for users. Heading Styles should be used to convey both the structure of the document 

and the relationship between sections and sub-sections of the content. 

Spacing 

Screen readers audibly represent spaces, tabs and paragraph breaks within copy, so it is best practice 

to avoid the repetitive use of manually inserted spaces. Instead, indenting and formatting should be 

used to create whitespace (e.g., use a page break to start a new page, as opposed to multiple 

paragraph breaks). 

Alternative text 

Alt text is additional information for images and tables. This extra information is essential for both 

document accessibility (screen reading software reads the Alt text aloud) and for the web. Alt text 

should be concise and descriptive, and should not begin with ‘Image of’ or ‘Picture of’. 

http://www.rnib.org.uk/Pages/Home.aspx
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Images 

These should be formatted in-line with text, to support screen readers. Crediting pictures may be 

necessary, usually in response to a direct request from a third party. 

Tables 

These should be for used for presenting data and not for layout or design. They should also be simple, 

and include a descriptive title. 

Additional documents 

Any additional information, separate to the report, for example proformas and transcripts which may be 

used as standalone documents must be fully referenced to the piece of work being submitting and 

therefore dated, formatted and numbered appropriately. 

Acknowledgement 

All reports should acknowledge the Fund. Our logo can be found on the website. 

Further resources 

Please refer to the links below for further information: 

• 'Microsoft Word: creating accessible documents' - webaim.org 

• 'How to create an accessible PDF' - GOV.UK 

We also recommend using an accessibility consultant to help you produce your reports. Agencies that 

the Fund have worked with include Shaw Trust and The Accessible Digital Documents Company. 

The Fund retains the right to amend documents in order to create accessible versions for publishing. 

 

  

https://www.heritagefund.org.uk/hub/download-our-logo
http://webaim.org/techniques/word/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/how-to-publish-on-gov-uk/accessible-pdfs
http://webacc.shaw-trust.org.uk/
http://www.accessible-digital-documents.com/
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Schedule B – Acceptance Procedures  

1. The Fund will within 10 working days following receipt of any Deliverable 

(a) accept the Deliverable by providing the Service Provider with a Milestone Certificate;  

(b) not accept the Deliverable by notifying the Service Provider of the nature, extent, and 

identity of any errors, defects, or omissions in the Deliverable which cause the Fund to not 

accept the Deliverable; or 

(c) provide the Service Provider with written notice that additional time is required to review the 

Deliverable, in which case the Fund must specify the time before which it must complete its 

review and make a decision under (a) or (b) within that time. 

2. If the Fund fails to notify the Service Provider as set out in paragraph 1, then the Service 

Provider may request the Fund notify it of its determination under paragraph 1 within five 

working days. If the Fund fails to notify the Service Provider of its determination within five 

working days of the Service Provider’s request, the Deliverable is deemed accepted.  

3. If the Fund uses a Deliverable before acceptance under this Schedule other than for testing and 

reviewing the Deliverable in accordance with paragraph 1, then such Deliverable shall be 

deemed to be accepted by the Fund. 

4. If the Fund does notify the Service Provider of defects or want of information in the Deliverable 

under paragraph 1(b), then the Service Provider shall, as soon as is reasonably practical (but 

within 5 working days, unless otherwise agreed), remedy such defects or work out a plan to do 

so. The Fund shall have 10 working days to accept any Deliverable revised by the Service 

Provider under this paragraph and to notify the Service Provider of any further defects. If the 

Fund requires extra time to test or review the Deliverable, the period for acceptance is 

extended to a date reasonably specified by the Fund. 

5. If following three remedial periods set out in paragraph 4 above the revised Deliverables still fail 

to meet the standard required by the Fund, the Fund shall retain the right to reject such 

Deliverable and reasonably to recover fees previously paid in relation to such Deliverable. If the 

Fund and the Service Provider fail to agree on the reasonableness of the Fund’s grounds for 

rejection then either party may raise the dispute under the dispute resolution procedures of 

Clause G1 of the Contract. 
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Schedule C – Change Control Procedures  
In the event either party desires to change the terms of the Contract, the following procedures shall 

apply:  

1. The party requesting the change will: 

a. if the Fund is requesting the change, deliver a Change Request (in the form attached in 

the Annexure to this Schedule C) to the Service Provider which describes the nature of 

the requested change, the reason for the requested change, and the effect the 

requested change will have on the scope of work. On receipt of the Change Request, 

the Service Provider will review the effect on the scope of work and update the Change 

Request with any changes to the Contract price or the time for the delivery of the 

Services. The Service Provider will also make any changes or add information it 

requires for the Change Request to be agreed. The Service Provider will deliver the 

updated Change Request back to the Fund within three working days of its receipt. 

b. if the Service Provider is requesting the change, deliver to the Fund a Change Request 

which describes the nature of the requested change, the reason for the requested 

change, and the effect the requested change will have on the scope of work, which may 

include changes to the Services, the Contract price or the time for the delivery of the 

Services. 

2. The authorised representative of the requesting party will review the proposed change with 

his/her counterpart within five working days of making the request (unless otherwise agreed by 

the parties). The parties will evaluate the Change Request and negotiate in good faith the 

changes to the Services and the additional charges, if any, required to implement the proposed 

Change Request. If additional changes to the Change Request are required, the Fund will 

provide the Service Provider with a timeline for the parties to make and discuss the additional 

changes 

3. If both parties agree to implement the Change Request, the appropriate authorised 

representatives of the parties will sign the Change Request, indicating the acceptance of the 

changes by the parties. Upon execution of the Change Request it will be incorporated into, and 

made a part of, this Contract. 

4. Neither party is under any obligation to proceed with a Change Request that is proposed by the 

other party.  

5. If there is a conflict between the terms and conditions set out in the Contract and the terms and 

conditions set out in any fully executed Change Request, then the most recent fully executed 

Change Request shall prevail. 
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Annexure to Schedule C – Change Request Form 

Change Request Form 

Contract Ref: 

Date: 

Both parties hereby certify, by the signature of an authorised representative, that this Change Request 

will amend and be fully incorporated into the existing Contract  

1.  Change Request Number:  

2.  Reason for Change Request:  

3.  Changes to Contract or Schedules: 

4. Cost Impact: 

Value Costs Expenses Total 

Original value of 
the Contract 
 

   

Value of this 
Change Request 
 

   

New total value of 
Contract 
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Except as changed herein, all terms and conditions of the Contract remain in full force and effect. 

IN WITNESS THEREOF, the duly authorised representatives of the parties have caused this Change 

Request to be fully executed. 

Signed on behalf of the  

Service Provider by: 

 Signed on behalf of the  

The Trustees of the National Heritage 

Memorial Fund by: 

 

<template agreement: do not sign> 

 

 <template agreement: do not sign>  

Signature of authorised representative  Signature of authorised representative  

 

 

   

Name of authorised representative  Name of authorised representative  

 

 

   

Title of authorised representative  Title of authorised representative  

 

 

   

Date  Date  
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Schedule D – Financial obligations  

Item 1 - Service Provider’s VAT registration number    

GB 714471742 

Item 2 - Fees 

(Clause D1.1) The total fixed price will not exceed £74,370 inclusive of VAT <and inclusive of 

expenses and all costs> to be incurred as follows: 

 

 

Item 3 - Time of payment 

(Clause D1.1)  30 days after the Fund’s receipt of a valid invoice 

Item 4 - Method of payment 

(Clause D1.1) electronic funds transfer 

Item 5 - Time of invoice 

(Clause D1.2) First payment in September, second payment at the end of contract  

Item 6 - Invoice address 

(Clause D1.2.4) All Invoices must comply with clause D1.2 of this Contract and must: 
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be addressed to and be submitted in hard copy to: 

ATTENTION: Finance 
The National Lottery Heritage Fund 
International House 
St Katharine’s Way 
London 
E1W 1UN  
Cc: [insert contract manager’s email] 
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Schedule E – Definitions and interpretation 
 

1. Definitions 

In this Contract: 

Acceptance Procedures means the procedures set out in Schedule B; 

Applicable Laws means all laws, legislation, rules, regulations and standards (including those 

imposed by any governmental or regulatory authority) and all applicable industry standards and 

standards determined by any self-regulatory body which apply from time to time to the person or 

activity in the circumstances in question; 

CEDR has the meaning given in Clause G1.4.1; 

Change Control Procedures are the procedures set out in Schedule C; 

Change Request has the meaning given to it in Schedule C; 

Completion Date is the date set out in Item 2 of Schedule A (or, if the Contract is extended by 

the Fund, the date set out in the extension notice) on or before which the Service Provider is 

required to have completed the Services (unless otherwise agreed by the parties); 

Confidential Information means all information a commercially confidential nature relating to 

the business or trade secrets of the Fund or the Service Provider obtained by it by reason of 

this Contract, and includes the terms of this Contract, information relating to any client or 

employee of the Fund and any information relating to the financial position, assets or liabilities 

of the Fund. Confidential Information does not include information that is public knowledge 

(otherwise than as a result of breach of this Contract by the Receiving Party); 

Contract means this contract between the Fund and the Service Provider consisting of the 

terms and conditions of this contract and the schedules and any other documents (or parts of 

documents) expressly referred to in this Contract or as otherwise agreed by both parties;  

Contract Data has the meaning given in Clause C4.1; 

Contracting Authority has the meaning given to it in Clause A9.1; 

Controller means a controller as defined under the Data Protection Legislation;   

Data Protection Legislation means the General Data Protection Regulation (EU Regulation 

2016/679) (GDPR), the UK Data Protection Act 2018, the Privacy and Electronic Communications 

(EC Directive) Regulations 2003, together with any legislation which replaces it; and at all times, 

any other applicable laws relating to the protection of personal data, each as may be amended 

or superseded from time to time; 

Deliverables means the deliverables to be produced in the course of providing the Services, 

including as specified in Items 9, 10, 17 and 18 of Schedule A; 

Delivery Plan means the Service Provider’s plan detailing how it will deliver the Services to the 

Fund during the term of the Contract; 

Disclosing Party has the meaning given in Clause B5.1.1; 

End Phase means the period commencing on the date: 

three months before the Completion Date; or 

that this Contract terminates under any other provision of this Contract, 

and ending on: 

if the End Phase commenced under paragraph (a) of this definition, the Completion Date; and 

in any other case, the first to occur of: 
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three months elapsing from the commencement of the Exit Phase under paragraph (b) of this 

definition; and 

the date notified by the Fund to the Service Provider for the purpose of this definition within one 

month of the commencement of the End Phase; 

Final Progress Report means a report which sets out: 

an executive summary of the Services; 

a copy of any products and resources produced as part of the Services; 

any outcomes of the Services; 

a copy of any media releases or coverage relating to the Services; 

details of any problems encountered by the Service Provider in conducting the Services and 

solutions (including timeframes) identified to overcome those problems; 

a review of any factors likely to affect the satisfactory completion of the delivery of the Services 

in accordance with the timetable or due dates; and 

any other information reasonably requested by the Fund; 

Fund’s Background IP means all Intellectual Property Rights owned or licensed by the Fund 

which is made available or which becomes known to the Service Provider in connection with the 

provision of the Services or this Contract; 

Fund’s Representatives are the persons detailed in Item 4 of Schedule A; 

Inception Meeting means the first meeting between the Fund and the Service Provider in 

relation to the Services; 

Intellectual Property Rights means all intellectual property rights whether or not such rights 

are capable of registration including trademarks, designs, patents, copyright (and any 

applications for such); 

Invitation to Tender means the Fund’s invitation to the tender for the Services, the details of 

which are set out in Item 3 of Schedule A; 

Key Personnel means the persons detailed in Item 6 of Schedule A; 

Materials means all materials created by the Service Provider, its personnel or sub-contractors 

(including any material created jointly with the Fund) relating to or in performing the Services 

and includes software, data, reports, case studies, schedules, drawings, specifications, 

designs, inventions or other material; 

Mediator has the meaning given in Clause G1.4.1; 

Milestone Certificate means written notice that the Fund accepts a deliverable or that a 

milestone in the provision of the Services has been completed or achieved to the Fund’s 

satisfaction; 

Modern Slavery Legislation means the legislation referred to in s. 54 of the Modern Slavery 

Act 2015; 

Personal Data means personal data as defined under the Data Protection Legislation;  

Processor means a processor as defined under the Data Protection Legislation;   

Progress Report means a report which sets out:  

the progress of the provision of the Services in relation to any contractual programme or 

timetable; 

the cost of the work during the period covered by the report; 

details of any problems encountered by the Service Provider in conducting the Services and 

solutions (including timeframes) identified to overcome those problems;  

a review of any factors likely to affect the satisfactory completion of the delivery of the Services 

in accordance with the timetable or due dates; and 
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any other information reasonably requested by the Fund. 

Receiving Party has the meaning given in Clause B5.1; 

Risk Report means a report which sets out the Service Provider’s compliance with Clause C9; 

Risk Register means a document in a format agreed with the Fund that sets out the risks of the 

Service Provider in not being able to provide the Services or comply with any term of this 

Contract and the strategies to mitigate those risks.  

Service Provider’s Background IP means all Intellectual Property Rights used by the Service 

Provider or its personnel in performing the Services but not the Intellectual Property Rights in 

the Materials created by the Service Provider, its personnel or sub-contractors in performing the 

Services;  

Services means the services or work to be provided as specified in Item 17 of Schedule A; 

Special Conditions means the terms and conditions set out in Item 21 of Schedule A; 

Standards means the standards set out in Item 7 of Schedule A; 

Start Date is the date set out in Item 1 of Schedule A; 

Statement of Work means the document set out in the Annexure to Schedule A; 

Tender Response means the Service Provider’s response to the Invitation to Tender. A copy 

of the Tender Response is set out in Exhibit 1 to this Contract; and 

Transferee has the meaning given to it in Clause A9.2. 

2. Interpretation 

The interpretation and construction of this contract is subject to the following provisions: 

2.1 reference to a Clause is a reference to the whole of that Clause unless stated otherwise;  

2.2 a reference to a Clause or Schedule is a reference to a clause or schedule of this 

Contract (unless specified otherwise); 

2.3 reference to any enactment, order, regulation or other similar instrument shall be 

construed as a reference to the enactment, order, regulation or instrument as amended 

by any subsequent enactment, modification, order, regulation or instrument;  

2.4 headings are for reference only and do not affect their interpretation; 

2.5 the meaning of general words is not limited to specific examples introduced by 

“including”, “for example” or similar expressions; and 

2.6 this Contract is not to be construed adversely to a party on the basis that such party 

prepared it. 
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Schedule E – Data Processing 
 

1. Type of Personal Data to be Processed 

2. Categories of Data Subject whose Data will or is likely to be Processed 

3. Nature and Purpose of Processing 

The Service Provider is processing Personal Data for the purposes of providing the Services. 

The nature of the processing activities carried out by the Service Provider in respect of such Personal 

Data include the:  

☐ Collection of data; 

☐ Recording of data; 

☐ Organisation of data; 

☐ Structuring of data; 

☐ Storage of data; 

☐ Retrieval of data; 

☐ Erasure of data; 

☐ Destruction of data; and 

☐  [Other: complete if relevant/applicable ………………………………………………]. 

4. Duration of Processing 

Processing will continue for as long as it is required for the Service Provider to supply the Services and 

perform and comply with its obligations under the terms of this Contract. 
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Signing page 
EXECUTED as an agreement 
Signed on behalf of the  
The Trustees of the National Heritage 
Memorial Fund by: 

  

 
 
  

 

 

 
 
 

Signature    
 
 
Anne Young  

  

Name   
 
Director of Strategy and Innovation 
 

  

Title   
 
20/07/2020 
 

  

Date   
 
Signed on behalf of the  
Renaisi by: 

   

  

 

  

 
Signature of director  Signature of director  
 
 
 

  
 
Michael Toyer 

 

Name of director  Name of director  
Louisa Thomson  
 
 

  
 

Date 23-Jul-20 

 

Date    
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Exhibit 1 – Tender  
 

Evaluation of the Heritage Emergency 
Fund 

 

Organisation The National Lottery Heritage Fund 

Department Business Innovation and Insight  

Title of procurement  Heritage Emergency Fund Evaluation 

Brief description of supply  Evaluation 

Estimated value of tender up to £75,000 including VAT 

Estimated duration 5 months 

Name of the Fund Contact  Amelia Robinson 

Timetable Response deadline: Midday,  24th June 2020 

Clarification & Negotiation meetings: W/c 29th  June 2020 

Confirmation of contract: W/c 6th July 2020 

Completion of research: 30th November 2020 
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1. Overview 

1.1 The National Lottery Heritage Fund, formerly the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF), was set up in 

1994 under the National Lottery Act and distributes money raised by the National Lottery to 

support projects involving the national, regional and local heritage of the United Kingdom. We 

operate under the auspices of the National Heritage Memorial Fund (NHMF). In January 2019 

we launched our current Strategic Framework: ‘Inspiring, leading and resourcing the UK’s 

heritage’. See The Fund's website for more details. 

1.2 The Fund invests in the full breadth of the UK’s heritage and, through our funding, we aim to 

make a lasting difference for heritage and people. This is reflected in the outcomes for heritage, 

people and communities which underpin our grant-making. 

1.3 The Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has impacted on all areas of our lives and for the 

heritage sector the impact has been great.  At the start of the pandemic The Fund launched a 

survey to understand the immediate impact of COVID-19 for the sector. It demonstrated the 

impact is universal across the sector and is expected to affect organisations long-term viability.  

Full details of the findings can be found here. 

 

Using this evidence, we launched the Heritage Emergency Fund.  We now want to evaluate this 

Funding and the impact of COVID-19 for the sector to inform our future practice.  The 

evaluation will also support The Fund to communicate the impact of the Heritage Emergency 

Fund and our broader role in responding to the Coronavirus pandemic. 

1.4 The Fund has made £50 million available for a Heritage Emergency Fund to support the UK 

heritage sector as an immediate response to the COVID-19 crisis.  The £50 million is providing 

short-term funding for organisations delivering heritage projects or running previously funded 

projects, and safeguarding heritage sites we have previously invested to ensure they are not 

lost to the public.  Other elements of the Heritage Emergency Fund are currently under 

development and may include innovative financing mechanisms to support organisations. See 

the Fund's website for up to date details. 

1.5 The aim of the evaluation is to understand whether The National Lottery Heritage Fund’s 

response to COVID-19 met the needs of organisations working in our sector and, in doing so, 

delivered The Fund’s three stated outcomes (economy, inclusion and wellbeing).  

Our evaluation has been split into three strands and the objectives for each strand are detailed 
below. 

 
Strand one: To assess the impact of our emergency funding, including:   

• the financial impact for organisations who received funding.  

• the outputs from the funding, such as, activities undertaken, number of organisations, beneficiaries, 
employees/jobs and volunteers sustained/saved from insolvency. 

• how the funding has supported capacity to contribute to the three priority outcomes – economy, 
inclusion and wellbeing? 

• the impact of the funding on employees, volunteers and other beneficiaries.  

• the value of short-term emergency funding in providing stability for organisations, versus other 
types of support (such as investments in digital capability)  

 

https://www.heritagefund.org.uk/publications/strategic-funding-framework-2019-2024
https://www.heritagefund.org.uk/publications/economic-insight-impact-covid-19-march-2020
https://www.heritagefund.org.uk/responding-coronavirus-covid-19
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Strand two: To assess the potential medium- and long-term impact of COVID-19  on heritage 
organisations, in order to inform the Fund’s future strategy and operating model, including:  

• how are organisations now operating post funding?   

• how has or will organisation or organisation’s practice evolve as a result of the pandemic? E.g. 
innovating, merging 

• how resilient are organisations post funding? E.g. governance and staffing structures, digital 
capabilities  

• what challenges will organisations face or continue to face as a result of the pandemic, including 
future needs and support?  

• to learn from the experiences of organisations we funded to improve the support we provide. 

• the value of support and funding for organisations (as opposed to projects) and learn about the 
best approaches for delivering this support. 

• what is the situation for organisations that were eligible but didn’t access the funding?  
  
Strand three: To understand how the sector views The Fund’s response to the pandemic including:  

• how well we have responded to the needs of the sector? 

• the types of support that have been accessed – financial and non-financial. 

• how well the Fund’s offer was aligned with other packages of support from other funders and 
central government? 

• organisations experience of accessing different funding support alongside the Heritage Emergency 
Fund.  

• the experience of having a grant application assessed through the Heritage Emergency Fund. This 
includes both applicants who were successful and unsuccessful.  

• grantees experience of the process of working with the Heritage Fund following the award of the 
grant.  

• grantees experience of the process of the non-financial support from The Fund as part of the 
Heritage Emergency Fund response. 

 

1.6 The evaluation should be delivered in a collaborative relationship with The Fund, as well as with 

grantees and other stakeholders. 

 

Key audiences for the evaluation include: 

 - The Fund’s staff 

 - Other funders, heritage stakeholders, policy makers and other interested parties 

           The evaluation will also be used to inform strategy and policy development. We will expect the 

consultants to identify and feedback learnings throughout the evaluation that we can act on to 

make any changes to our support. 

 

2 Method 

2.1 We would like consultants to set out in the proposal a methodology to achieve the aim and 
objectives of the study.  

2.2 The evaluation should draw on a range of quantitative evidence and alongside qualitative 
evidence to deepen understanding and capture the human stories. We would like consultants to 
set out proposals for a detailed methodology, but we anticipate that the work will include the 
following approaches:   
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• Data collection on grant completion through a survey to all recipients of the Heritage 
Emergency Fund to understand projects outputs. Chasing for this data needs to be factored 
into the approach.   

• In-depth interviews with Heritage Fund Staff and Project Support Consultants (known as ROSS 
consultants). We envisage around 20 interviews being undertaken.   

• In-depth interviews with a sample of organisations supported through the Heritage Emergency 
Fund from across the heritage sectors, countries and regions, grant sizes and the different 
organisational types. We envisage around 50 interviews being undertaken.   

• In-depth interviews with a sample of organisations that were eligible but did not apply or utilise 
the Heritage Emergency Fund support.  We envisage around 10 interviews being undertaken.  

• Case studies with a subset of projects. This sample would be based on findings from the in-
depth interviews and should be decided upon in collaboration with The Fund. We envisage 
around 6-8 case studies.  

• Secondary data review and analysis e.g. applications, completion reports and other project 
documentation etc. This would inform the approach to collecting of the output data as well as 
providing evidence for understanding the impact and for the case studies.   

• Reference to existing research on the impact of COVID-19 across the UK, including 
information from sources such as ONS, BCIS, NPC, YouGov and other sector impact surveys 
you identify and the implications of these studies and survey findings for The Fund.  

  
The collection of quantitative data may need to be standardised with other Lottery Distributor data.  
  
We do not expect the research to be conducted using face to face fieldwork but instead via video 
conferencing or telephone.   
  
Bidders undertaking the work will need to be committed to adapt to the evolving nature of the current 
situation and Heritage Emergency Fund programme.   
  
All topic guides and other research materials need to be agreed with The Fund,   

 

 

2.3 When sampling our grantees we would like the evaluation to include: 

Qualitative data collected through in-depth remote interviews carried out with a large enough sample of 

our grantees to draw conclusions for the heritage sector.   As a minimum we expect to see the sample 

to include: 

 

• A range of award sizes from the Heritage Emergency Fund. 

• The type of grantee (for example Local Authority, voluntary sector, quasi-public body) 

• The heritage area being funded 

• A good geographical spread, including all 4 nations. 

We will provide the contact details to the winning bidder along with the above information for each 

award. 

Case studies with a subset of organisations. This sample would be based on findings from the in-depth 
interviews and should be decided upon in collaboration with The Fund.  
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3 Outputs 

3.1 The following outputs will be required: 

• An interim report in August. 

• A final report and accompanying slide deck in December.  

• A set of research data, to be stored in a readily accessible electronic format such as Excel.  

• The evaluation will also be used to inform strategy and policy development. We will expect the 
consultants to identify learnings and feed these back throughout the evaluation so that we can 
act on to make any changes to our support. 

• The successful bidder will be expected to discuss and present findings at appropriate times, to 
internal and external audiences, including our Board, our Senior Management Team, Grantees, 
policy makers and other external stakeholders.  The purpose of these presentations is to enable 
lessons to be learned and key policy and practice issues to be highlighted as the evaluation 
progresses. 
 

A project plan with specific deliverables* and timetable will be agreed with the successful 

consultant/ies. However, The Fund expects the following deliverables in accordance with the 

following timetable as a minimum: 

Deliverable/Key Milestones* Due date 

Inception Meeting to agree plans, including 

reporting structures, learning events and a 

communication and dissemination strategy 

July 2020 

Development of an evaluation framework 

(including data collection requirements and 

monitoring processes) developed in collaboration 

with the Fund 

July 2002 

Short interim report (maximum 15 pages) August 2020 

A final report, of 50 pages maximum, with 

structure agreed with the Fund, and 

accompanying slide deck 

11th December 

2020 
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The above represents our minimum requirements.  

* The Fund reserves the right to amend this timetable where required. 

3.2 All reports must adhere to The Fund’s accessibility and formatting guidance (appended).  We 

also expect reports to follow the layout advised in our evaluation guidance. 

3.3 The initial findings will be confidential to The Fund. The Fund may prepare or commission 

summary reports and other materials for subsequent wider distribution, based on the results. 

3.4 All reports to include appendices as agreed between The Fund and the contractor. The 

contents and structure of the report to be agreed in advance of writing. All reports to be 

supplied in electronic format and hard copy if requested. 

3.5 The successful bidder must comply with all of the requirements of the Data Protection Act 2018 
and shall ensure appropriate research consents from interviews or any data collection. 

3.6 The successful bidder will be expected to discuss and present findings at appropriate times, to 
internal and external audiences, including our Board, our Senior Management Team, Grantees, 
policy makers and other external stakeholders.  The purpose of these presentations is to enable 
lessons to be learned and key policy and practice issues to be highlighted as the evaluation 
progresses. 

3.7 We expect the successful bidder to focus on improving, rather than just proving, including a 
mechanism for feeding back evidence that demonstrates the difference being made and 
enables changes to be made, based on learning, enabling the programme to maximises its 
impact.  This will ensure the evaluation is flexible and can accommodate changes to the 
Emergency Fund. 
 

3.8 Bidders should be committed to adapt to the evolving nature of the programme. 

3.9 We expect all projects we fund to adhere to the Social Research Association (SRA) ethical 

guidelines.  If your proposal raises particular ethical issues, you must indicate what they are 

and what your strategy for addressing them is. 

4 Contract management 

4.1 We expect the research/evaluation to begin week commencing 6th July 2020 and be completed 

by 30th November 2020. The final report shall be submitted to the Fund by 11th December 2020. 

 

4.2 The anticipated budget is up to £75,000 to include all expenses and VAT. The contract will be 

let by the National Heritage Memorial Fund. 

 

4.3 The payment schedule will be split into two equal payments; 50% on signing of contract and 

50% on submission of final report. 
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4.4 The contract will be based on The Fund’s standard terms and conditions. 

4.5 The research will be managed on a day to day basis for The Fund by Amelia Robinson. 

5 Award Criteria 

5.1 A proposal for undertaking the work should be a maximum of 15 pages and include: 

• a detailed method for undertaking the study; 

• details of staff allocated to the project, together with experience of the contractor and 

staff members in carrying out similar projects. The project manager / lead contact should 

be identified; 

• the allocation of days between members of the team; 

• the daily charging rate of individual staff involved; 

• a timescale for carrying out the project; 

• an overall cost for the work. 

5.2 Your Bid will be scored out of 100%.  

70% of the marks will be awarded to Quality  

Each question will be scored using the methodology in the table below.   

Tender responses submitted will be assessed by the Fund against the following Quality 
Questions:-  
 

 

Selection Criteria Weighting 

Demonstrated a clear understanding of the aims, objectives and 
main concerns of the evaluation 
 

25% 

Demonstrated that the methods selected are appropriate to the 
research requirements set out in this brief? 

 

25% 

Demonstrated an awareness of the different policy contexts, 
research and issues relating to COVID-19 
 

20% 

Demonstrated a clear and realistic project plan, showing phases 
of the evaluation, tasks for each phase and roles and 
responsibilities for each member of the team.  Within this plan 
consideration should be given to survey response fatigue and 
plans to mitigate against this and keep grantees engaged with 
the evaluation, for its duration. 

20% 
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Selection Criteria Weighting 

Demonstrated well considered plans for feeding back learning 
and dissemination of evaluation findings 

10% 

 

 
 

Quality Questions scoring methodology 

Score Word descriptor Description 

0 Poor 
 

No response or partial response and poor 
evidence provided in support of it.  Does not give 
the Fund confidence in the ability of the Bidder to 
deliver the Contract. 

1 Weak 
 

Response is supported by a weak standard of 
evidence in several areas giving rise to concern 
about the ability of the Bidder to deliver the 
Contract. 

2 Satisfactory 
 

Response is supported by a satisfactory 
standard of evidence in most areas but a few 
areas lacking detail/evidence giving rise to some 
concerns about the ability of the Bidder to deliver 
the Contract. 

3 Good 
 

Response is comprehensive and supported by 
good standard of evidence. Gives the Fund 
confidence in the ability of the Bidder to deliver 
the contract. Meets the Fund’s requirements. 

4 Very good 
 

Response is comprehensive and supported by a 
high standard of evidence. Gives the Fund a 
high level of confidence in the ability of the 
Bidder to deliver the contract. May exceed the 
Fund’s requirements in some respects.  

5 Excellent Response is very comprehensive and supported 
by a very high standard of evidence. Gives the 
Fund a very high level of confidence the ability of 
the Bidder to deliver the contract. May exceed 
the Fund’s requirements in most respects. 

30% of marks will be awarded for Price. 

The evaluation of price will be carried out on the Schedule of charges you provide in response to Table 

A 

Price Criterion at 30% 

• 30 marks will be awarded to the lowest priced bid and the remaining bidders will be allocated 
scores based on their deviation from this figure. Your fixed and total costs figure in your 
schedule of charges table will be used to score this question. 

• For example, if the lowest price is £100 and the second lowest price is £108 then the lowest 
priced bidder gets 30% (full marks) for price and the second placed bidder gets 27.6% and so 
on. (8/100 x 30 = 2.4 marks; 30-2.4 = 27.6 marks) 
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• The scores for quality and price will be added together to obtain the overall score for each 
Bidder. 
 

Table A - Schedule of Charges 

Please show in your tender submission, the number of staff and the amount of time that will be 

scheduled to work on the contract with the daily charging rate.  

Please complete the table below providing a detailed breakdown of costs against each capitalised 

description, detailing a total and full ‘Firm Fixed Cost’ for each element of the service provision for the 

total contract period. Bidders may extend the tables to detail additional elements/costs if required. 

VAT is chargeable on the services to be provided and this will be taken into account in the overall cost 

of this contract. 

As part of our wider approach to corporate social responsibility the National Heritage Memorial 

Fund/National Lottery Heritage Fund prefers our business partners to have similar values to our own. 

We pay all of our staff the living wage (in London and the rest of the UK) and we would like our 

suppliers and contractors to do likewise. Please highlight in you proposal/tender/bid whether you do 

pay your staff the living wage. 

Bidders shall complete the schedule below, estimating the number of days, travel and subsistence 

costs associated with their tender submission. 

TABLE A: (firm and fixed costs) 

Cost Post 1 
@cost 
per day 
(No of 
days) 
e.g. 
Project 
Manager/ 
Director 
@ £2 

Post 2 
@cost per 
day 
(No of days) 
e.g. Senior 
Consultant/m
anager/resea
rcher 
@£1.5 

Post 3 
@cost per 
day 
(No of 
days) 
Junior  
Consultant
/equivalent  
e.g. £1 

Total 
days 

Total 
fees 

Inception meeting to agree plans 
and finalise requirements with the 
Fund 

Example 
0.5 

1 1.5 3 £4 

[Add as necessary]      

[Add as necessary]      

[Add as necessary]      

 

Cost Type Value (£) 

Sub - Total   

VAT  

Total*  
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* (This must include all expenses as well as work costs; this figure will be used for the purposes of 

allocating your score for the price criterion and must cover the cost of meeting all our requirements set 

out in the ITT) 

Notes:  The Fund reserves the right to clarify quality and prices and to reject tenders that 

demonstrate an abnormally low quality response. The Fund also reserves the right to amend 

the timetable of work where required. 

You should not submit additional assumptions with your pricing submission. If you submit assumptions 

you will be asked to withdraw them. Failure to withdraw them will lead to your exclusion from further 

participation in this competition. 

6 Procurement Process 

6.1 THE FUND reserves the right to reject abnormally low scoring tenders. The Fund reserves the 

right not to appoint and to achieve the outcomes of the research/evaluation through other 

methods. 

6.2 The procurement timetable will be: 

• Deadline for clarification questions: Midday, Wednesday 10th June 2020 

• Tender return deadline: Midday, Wednesday 24th June 2020 

• Clarification meetings** may be held with shortlisted consultants and would take place on week 

commencing: 29thJune 2020, by video call 

• The Fund will notify bidders of our procurement decision week commencing: 6th July 2020 

 

• *The Fund will upload response to clarification on Contracts Finder.  Please note that we will 

make the anonymised questions, and our responses to them, available to everyone on the 

Fund website. 

 

• **We reserve the right to carry out clarifications if necessary; these may be carried out via email 

or by inviting bidders to attend a clarification meeting.  In order to ensure that both The Fund’s 

and Bidder’s resources are used appropriately, we will only invite up to three (the ultimate 

number will depend on the closeness of the scores) highest scoring bidders to attend a 

clarification meeting.  Scores will be moderated based on any clarifications provided during this 

meeting.  You are responsible for all your expenses when attending such meetings. 

 

6.3 Your tender proposals must be sent electronically via e-mail before the tender return deadline 
of midday, 24th June 2020 to the following contact: 

Ruth Dench  

The National Lottery Heritage Fund 

Mezzanine Floor 
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International House 

1 St Katharine’s Way  

London E1W 1UN 

 

Bii.Admin@heritagefund.org.uk 

 

 

6.4 Please visit The Fund's website for further information about the organisation. 

  

mailto:Bii.Admin@heritagefund.org.uk
https://www.heritagefund.org.uk/
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Appendix: Accessibility and formatting guidance 

The National Lottery Heritage Fund is committed to providing a website that is accessible to the widest 

possible audience. Our site is annually tested by accessibility auditors and we must meet a AA 

compliance level. Our accessibility testing encompasses not just site functionality and design but all of 

our content, including downloadable documents. 

Reports and other documents created for The Fund (including the tender submissions) need to be 

clear, straightforward to use and ready to circulate internally, externally and online, as well as suitable 

for use by screen reading software. Best practice in accessibility is summarised below: 

Readability 

In the final report, and all other documents that may be published online including the tender 

application consultants should ensure that: 

• The size of the font is at least 11pt; 

• There is a strong contrast between the background colour and the colour of the text. Black 
text on a white background provides the best contrast. This also applies to any shading 
used in tables and/or diagrams; 

• Italics are only used when quoting book titles for citations and items on the reference list 
should be arranged alphabetically by author  

• Colour formatting and use of photos should be of a resolution size that is easily printable 
and does not compromise the printability of the document. 

For further guidance on ensuring readability of printed materials, please refer to the RNIB Clear Print 

guidelines. These can be found on the RNIB website. 

Accessibility 

 

Reports should adhere to the following guidelines: 

 

Formatting 

Headings and content in your document should be clearly identified and consistently formatted to allow 

easy navigation for users. Heading Styles should be used to convey both the structure of the document 

and the relationship between sections and sub-sections of the content. Heading styles should follow on 

from each other i.e. Heading 1 then Heading 2. 

Spacing 

Screen readers audibly represent spaces, tabs and paragraph breaks within copy, so it is best practice 

to avoid the repetitive use of manually inserted spaces. Instead, indenting and formatting should be 

used to create whitespace (e.g., use a page break to start a new page, as opposed to multiple 

paragraph breaks). 

http://www.rnib.org.uk/Pages/Home.aspx
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Alternative text 

Alt text is additional information for images and tables. This extra information is essential for both 

document accessibility (screen reading software reads the Alt text aloud) and for the web. Alt text 

should be concise and descriptive, and should not begin with ‘Image of’ or ‘Picture of’. 

Images 

These should be formatted in-line with text, to support screen readers. Crediting pictures may be 

necessary, usually in response to a direct request from a third party. 

Tables 

These should be for used for presenting data and not for layout or design. They should be simple and 

include a descriptive title. The header row should be identified and there shouldn’t be more than one 

title row in a table. There should be no merged or blank cells. 

Additional documents 

Any additional information, separate to the report, for example proformas and transcripts which may be 

used as standalone documents must be fully referenced to the piece of work being submitting and 

therefore dated, formatted and numbered appropriately. 

Acknowledgement 

All reports should acknowledge The Fund. Our logo can be found on The Fund's website. 

Further resources 

Please refer to the WCAG 2.0 article on PDF techniques for further information. 

 

Submitting your report to THE FUND 

 

Please check the accessibility of your document using the Word accessibility checker before 

submitting: File – Info – Check for Issues – Check Accessibility. 

 

Please submit your document as a Word file. 

 

The Fund retains the right to amend documents in order to create accessible versions for publishing. 

 

 

  

ttps://www.heritagefund.org.uk/search?keys=Logos
https://www.w3.org/TR/2014/NOTE-WCAG20-TECHS-20140408/pdf.html
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Exhibit 2 – Tender Response 
 

 

 Evaluation of Heritage Emergency Fund: Renaisi Proposal  

 

 The National Lottery Heritage Fund Evaluation of the Heritage Emergency Fund  

Renaisi Proposal June 2020  

Month YYYY  

Contact details:  

Louisa Thomson, Head of Consultancy  

L.Thomson@renaisi.com  

020 7033 2633  

Unit 2-3, 290 Mare Street, London, E8 1HE  

Month YYYY Evaluation of Heritage Emergency Fund: Renaisi Proposal  

 

About Renaisi  

Renaisi is an award winning social enterprise that has been  

helping people and places to thrive for more than 20 years.  

Renaisi’s Consultancy team has extensive experience in supporting organisations in the social 

sector to evaluate their programmes and understand their impact. We have worked with organisations 

of all sizes, ranging from projects with one or two members of staff, to multi-million pound grantmaking 

organisations.  

As well as providing evaluation and research services for clients, Renaisi also delivers employment 

programmes for people who are long-term unemployed. As consultants, this practical experience 

gives us valuable 'real-world' insights, empathy and appreciation of the challenges that our clients face, 

and how to overcome them. It also means we have experience of working with communities 

experiencing different forms of disadvantage.  

We are ideally placed to deliver the evaluation of the Heritage Emergency Fund (HEF) for the following 

reasons:  

1) We bring considerable expertise in the heritage sector: We are the evaluation partner for the 

Heritage Fund’s Kick the Dust programme, and previously worked with you to understand how funded 

projects engage with groups from lower socio-economic backgrounds. This means we already have a 
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good insight into your priorities, processes and the organisations you fund, and will be able to quickly 

support you to learn from the HEF.  

2) Extensive experience of working with large funders: Our current clients include The National 

Lottery Community Fund, Power to Change, Esmee Fairbairn Foundation, Paul Hamlyn Foundation, 

City Bridge Trust and Berkeley Foundation. Since March 2020, we have rapidly adapted our support to 

help funders understand the impact of COVID-19 on their grantees, the impact of the emergency and 

recovery support, and what medium to long term financial and operational challenges organisations 

face.  

3) Credibility with your grantees: Alongside our heritage sector experience, we have wider arts and 

culture, environmental and education sector knowledge which includes working with organisations such 

as Arts Council England, Defra, The Wildlife Trusts, Groundwork, The Science Museum, and The 

Prince’s Trust, and a range of local libaries and theatre companies through contracts with The Reading 

Agency and PHF. We have also supported several heritage organisations through our work on Power 

to Change's Community Business Fund, including The Florrie, Moseley Road Baths and The Oxford 

House in Bethnal Green. We know the contexts that many of your grantees are operating in and our 

approach is to minimise any evaluation burden on participants.  

4) A strong track record in undertaking evaluations that provide learning and insights in real 

time: we are adept at working with organisations in a developmental way to help them understand their 

impact and support ongoing learning and improvement. Our consultancy team specialises in mixed-

method approaches, combining our skills in qualitative research through interviews, participatory 

workshops, ethnography and visual methods, with quantitative data analysis. We have rapidly adapted 

these for online delivery during the COVID-19 period.  

Our experience  

Our track record demonstrates that we have the expertise that you need to deliver this project. The 

examples in the table below highlight our most recent relevant experience with funders and how we 

have adapted to support them over recent months. We believe this learning will have direct relevance 

to the HEF evaluation. Evaluation of Heritage Emergency Fund: Renaisi Proposal  

What we are commissioned to do  How we are supporting our client during the 

COVID-19 period  

What approach have we have taken  

Power to Change - evaluation of Community Business Fund, Trade Up and Bright Ideas  

We have been working with Power to Change 

since 2016. The main aims of the evaluation is to 

help Power to Change draw lessons about the 

impact of the funding on grantees and the wider 

marketplace; and to understand the impact of 

community businesses on people and places.  

Power to Change grantees have been able to 

adapt their existing grants, and apply for 

emergency funding. Our evaluation has shifted 

from measuring impact to a learning partnership, to 

help PtC rapidly learn and contribute to programme 

development. The main focus is on learning 

questions for: grantees (how they are responding 

to the crisis, what the impact has been on their 

projects, financial sustainability, resilience); 

communities (key issues, how can PtC & 

The evaluation methodology involves telephone 

interviews with programme managers, delivery 

partners, community businesses and advisors 

across the three programmes. The qualiative data 

is triangulated with data from emergency fund 

applications, needs analysis, and matching this 

with other data we already hold on the grantees 

(e.g. application and monitoring) to see if there are 

any trends by sector, age, location, IMD etc. We 

also deliver one workshop a month for programme 
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community businesses respond); Power to Change 

(now - emergency support, what worked well and 

less well; in the future – how will the programmes 

change?); and the wider sector (the case for 

community businesses, how the sector has 

changed as a result)  

managers and delivery partners to share the 

emerging learning.  

The Heritage Fund - Kick the Dust evaluation  

Kick the Dust aims to make heritage more relevant 

to the lives of young people from a diverse range of 

backgrounds. Our evaluation aims to assess the 

impact of the programme for young people, 

heritage staff and partners, with a view to 

contributing to a national debate about the value of 

youth engagement with heritage. It also involves 

gathering data on an annual basis from the twelve 

grantees, and supporting grantees through cohort 

events.  

We are aiming to capture reflections and learning 

from this period as many grantees are still 

delivering elements of their projects virtually. 

However, several grantees have reduced capacity 

on their projects and staff on furlough, and we have 

revised the original timelines to make sure we 

engage with projects at a point that is appropriate 

for each. We have also revised some of the 

evaluation requirements following feedback from 

staff that they are finding it hard to engage young 

people in the evaluation.  

Usually our evaluation involves surveys, interviews, 

and case study visits. Fieldwork is now taking 

place virtually. We are also holding more regular 

virtual meetings to give all project leads an 

opportunity to connect and share learnings from 

their experiences. This includes monthly ‘Digital 

Afternoon Teas’ which focus on specific topics. We 

hosted our Cohort Event virtually in June which 

involved eight young people from Kick the Dust 

projects sharing their experiences of being 

involved, as well as their reflections on what they 

and their organisation had learned in this period.  

Esmee Fairbairn Foundation - Learning Partner for the Leaving Care Funding Stream  

The Leaving Care Funding Stream funds 30 

charities working to improve outcomes for care 

leavers. Many of these projects involve using the 

arts to explore identity. Since 2017, we have 

supported grantees on the funding stream to learn 

from each other, as well as drawing out collective 

learning on the funding outcomes.  

As the learning partner, our focus has been on 

bringing grantees together during the COVID-19 

period to capture how they have adapted their 

delivery and support for young people to online 

methods, what challenges their organisations are 

facing in terms of resilience and sustainability, and 

what aspects of good practice from this time should 

continue in the future. Esmee Fairbairn has made 

emergency funding available for grantees as well 

as increasing Grants Plus offers for emerging 

needs and are also keen to explore what difference 

this has made for grantees.  

The Learning Programme normally involves 

learning days every six months, themed webinars 

and discussions between the cohort via Slack. 

During the COVID-19 period, we have run open 

Zoom calls for grantees to share immediate 

experiences; themed calls on emerging topics; and 

ran the April Learning Day virtually. We are 

capturing innovative practice that has emerged 

during this period. This is helping Esmee 

understand opportunities and challenges, 

particularly as they continue to adapt their 

approach.  
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